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The results of the overall program strongly indicate the desirability of

thick protective coatings (greater than 0.5 mil), elastic sealants, and

corrosion resistant alloys. Additionally, some design changes in existing
hardware are recommended in order to minimize corrodent entry and

accumulation.
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I-.i I. INTRODUCTION

A. The steam catapult system is exposed not only to steam and high tem-
peratures, but also to sea water, salty air, jet fuel, hydraulic fluids,
detergents, lubricants, solvents, and general neglect during service.

General maintenance is scheduled after extended periods of time, so that
during a major overhaul (approximately every 4 years) it becomes necessary
to replace large numbers of fasteners to restore the system to a "new"
condition. The fasteners which clamp the various components together are
usually scrapped or burned away because of their deteriorated condition.

B. This program was conceived for the purpose of determining which mate-
rials and alloys are necessary to prevent a massive corrosion attack of
fasteners and the materials they join. Specifically, the scope is limited
to fasteners used for high temperature service up to 700'F as well as those
used at temperatures up to 250'F with a broad environmental exposure.

C. The 250'F deck condition is common to a large number of bolts used to
fasten the bridle arrester track. These socket head or external wrenching
bolts are situated in counterbored holes where liquids are normally entrapped
and migrate down to a blind threaded area where severe corrosion is
initiated. Removal of the bolt is difficult and sometimes impossible with-
out resorting to drilling. Repair of the hole requires welding, drilling,
and tapping.

D. For the 700'F application, uncoated studs and nuts are used to clamp
together the steam pipe flanges which are originally painted with ar.
ineffective aluminum silicone coating. The pipe and flanges are covered
with insulation which becomes soaked with corrodents from deck leakage.
Corrosion attack is so intense, the fasteners seem to become "welded"
into the flange and require burning and hammering in order to remove them.
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A. FROCEDURES AND RESULTS. After ,, visit tO the .S.S. Saratoga, the
mechanical parameters of this study were explored before initiating screen-

ing tests of various coating svstems. These tests were conducted with

simple fastened systems using a 57- salt sprav environment and an oven at

700'F. ihe bes, systems observed were tested in nine-month exposures using

larger fasteners, more realistic oints and the simulated environmentalJ exposure of an operational aircraft carrier steam catapult.

Although design changes in the basic hardwaie will prevent corrodents from

entering blind holes, -ne major attack is on exposed surfaces which require ,

much more protection. Corrosion resistant alloys perform well but thick

plated coatings also prevent corrosion for extended periods. The use of

thicI noble coatings on exposed surfaces and sacrificial coatings on

unexposed surfaces was found to be successful. A polysulfide sealant em-

ployed to prevent corrodent seepage into blind holes was very useful. It

was applied over zinc and over cadmium and allowed to cure on the fastener

before being torqued in place.

An exposure aboard ship was found to produce the same kind of attack on

high temperature fastening systems as found in a long term simulation test.

Also, electrochemical tests provided quantitative data which supported the

visual evidence accu'iJlated over many months of laboratory tests.

J B. CONCLUSIONS.

1. The normally supplied cadmium thickness on alloy steel fasteners

for bridle arrester track use is not able to cope with the severe corrosion

environment encountered in service. The maximum thickness offered under

QQ-P-416C is not thick enough to prevent rusting of the bolt threads.

1Therefore, a much greater thickness of cadmium should be employed (more

than 0.0005").

2. A heavv nitkel plating will protect the heads of bridlp rrester

track bolts hut cadmium plating should be employed over it to protect the
threaded holes and to lubricate.

3. Sealants provide excellent protection and should be employed[ whenever possible to prevent the flow of corrodents.

4. Noble coatings and corrosion resistant alloys outperform sacri-[ficial coatings in high temperature applications.

C. RECOIWENDAT IONS.

[1. Investigate sacrificial coating systems using cadmium or zinc and
cadmium with total thicknesses of I mil (0.001").

2. Investigate a coating system where nickel protects the exposed
surfaces and cadmium over nickel protects the unexposed and mating surfaces.

3. Investigate coating systems where sealants are employed in

Lombination with the above mentioned coatings. h JL
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F VII. CORROSION PROGRAM -
A. INTRODUCTION.

1. General. Corrosion can never he completely arrested, but merely
resisted, since it is theoretically impossible to eliminate it, but it is

possible to control it. Even in this ultra-modern age of moon exploration,
the "back to nature" process of a metal returning to its most stable chemical

form must be tolerated.

The literature is full of corrosion studies of sufficient merit to warrant
a life-long dedication to the reading of selected topics. So many investi-

gations into a myriad of problems have already been published that it seems
unlikely to have to search deeply to find an answer to a specific problem.
But, this is not the case because of the many different parameters affectin8
each problem.

Naval structures are used in a unique environment consisting largely of
salt laden air and very conductive water. Very few land based industries
have similar environments and usually do not have time, manpower and
material restrictions common to a crowded warship at sea. These are the
parameters which directly affect housekeeping or maintenance, and create
problems which compound until severe degradation occurs. At this point,
better systems are needed which will withstand the test of time.

The steam catapult system is exposed not only to steam and high temperatures,
Lut also to sea water, salt air, jet fuel, hydraulic fluids, lubricants,
detergents, solvents, and general neglect during service. While the latter

condition is not planned, it often becomes necessary as a function of
expediency in conducting missions.

General maintenance is scheduled after extended periods of time, so that
a major overhaul becomes necessary to restore the system to a "new"
condition. This work is costly and time consuming, especially where large
areas have to be refurbished. The fasteners which clamp the various
components together are usually scrapped or burned away because of their
deteriorated condition.

This progra was conceived for the purpose of determining which materials
and alloys are necessary to prevent massive corrosion attack of fasteners

and the materials they join. Specifically, the scope is limited to
fasteners used for high temperature service up to 700*F and for those
used up to about 250°F but exposed to a wider variety of conditions.

The latter, or deck condition, is comon to a large number of bolts used to
fasten the bridle arrester track. TIbse socket head or external wrenching
bolts sit in a counterbored hole in manganese bronze, stainless steel or
alloy steel, where liquids are normelly entrapped. The liquid migrates

down to the blind threaded area imbedied in alloy steel and causes corro-
sion severe enough to prevent removal of the bolt by conventional torquing.
The bolt sometimes breaks or the drive is reamed out. Welding a nut on
the head sometimes facilitates removal but oftentimes a torch is required
to burn the "remnants" out. When the threaded hole is destroyed, a
larger hole is drilled, tapped and an insert installed,or if the hole is

Loo large, It is filled with weld metal, redrilled, and tapped. _J
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Frhe corrosion is due to the presence of sea water, splashed around the
deck for various purposes including fire fighting. Other liquids such as
AFFF (fire fighting foam), jet foam, detergents, hydrau!- fluids, paint
strippers, and perhaps even fresh water may find their way into the crevices

and recesses between mating structural surfaces as well as those provided by

the threaded fasteners. It has been firmly established that voluminous

corrosion products between structural mating surfaces can produce sufficient

force to exceed the maximum tensile strength limits of fasteners used to

provide clamping. Even though sacrificial coatings are usually employed
on bolts and nuts to resist corrosion, they can provide only a finice
amount of service before they are consumed or depleted. Of course, some

coatings are better than others. Traditionally, electroplated cadmium has

exhibited the most protective properties in marine environments. It is very
widely used by most industries for other applications too.

In this particular application, cadmium has been used in a thickness of
0.0002" to 0.0004". Typically, the actual thickness is likely to be closer
to the minimum value. When this factor was considered recently, a
recm mnendation was made by SPS to increase the thickness to a minimum of
0.0005". While this improvement should provide more lasting protection to
the joint because more sacrificial metal is present, it may not prevent the
aforementioned problems from reoccurring. The reason for this is because of
the joint design which invited corrodents to penetrate by gravity or capillary

The solution to this particular pioblem is typical of the solution to every

other bolt problem in the steam catapult area. Since the corrosion inten-
sity is on a massive scale, protection should be proportional to it.
Unfortunately for threaded fasteners, the fit is critical to maintain
clamping load, and insufficient allowance for appreciable coating thickness
is the usual practice. The fastener material, however, is a contribu.'-ory
factor and should be considered along with the mechanical and environmeiatl
parameters. Of primary concern is the propensity for the bolt alloy to
corrode when barrier or sacrificial coatings are depleted or destroyed.

Below deck, temperatures of the steam catapult hardware reach as high as
700°F and, combined with the leakage of contaminant liquids from above,
cause extensive corrosion of fittings and fasteners. Lagging material,
made of magnesium silicate or equivalent compounds, seems to act as a wick
for maintaining moisture laden concentrated salts adjacent to the hardware.
Temperature cycling, humidity and leakage contribute synergistically to
provide a haven for corrosion to occur. Conventional coatings such as
cadmium or zinc cannot be used because they may cause strecq alloy c-acking
4t this tarature. Corrosion is so intense that It is impossible-to ijemeve
the nuts. They are burned off and the fastening system is discarded.

In order to prevent the overall problem, temperature resistant coatings
must be employed over the bare metal fittings in thicknesses sufficient to
thwart the penetration of corrodents. These thicknesses are usually
recommended in mils, whereas fastener coatings are specified in fractions
of one mil. Therefore, if it is possible to provide adequate protection
to these fasteners, the protection must emanate from quality rather then
quantity. Sacrificial coatings have a history of not lasting long enough,

L J
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flalthough much of the reason is due to minimal thickness requirements. On

the other hand, if an excess of a sacrificial coating were present, its

surface would be largely an accumulation of corrosion products, generated
over a period of time. It is reasonable to assume that an adequate thickness
of a more noble coating on the fasteners would be a better approach in

combination with a thick barrier coating on the pipe flange. Another
alternative is a high temperature alloy which does not produce voluminous
scale in this environment.

Whatever the solution, it must be weighted in accordance with established
procedures, other components in the system, and overall cost. The two areas
discussed here represent only a small fraction of the fastener corrosion
problems aboard an aircraft carrier, but are indicative of rhe severity of
the attack and of the concern to the Navy. This program was aimed at the
solution of general fastener corrosion problems. By utilizing "state of
the art" coating technology to determine if coatings are capable of
adequate protection in thicknesses which do not cripple the performance of
threaded fasteners, this goal should be reached. Alternately, more corrosion
resistant fasteners, due to better alloys, may also provide a solution.

In order to study the cause and effect relationship, a model was produced,
where the effect could be duplicated. If one model duplicated the various
corrosion conditions found in service, the study would be much easier.
This is not the case however, and a number of models or environments had tc
be used, each for a particular problem. Two specific problems in steam
catapult systems were selected from this program. They were chosen because
they are representative of the more troublesome problems and are far

enough apart environmentally to require different approaches.

2. Carrier Visit. One week after the initiation of this study, the
U.S.S. Saratoga (CVA60) was visited at the Norfolk Naval Shipyard by three
SPS representatives. At this time (April 12, 1973), the track and launch
valves were in an advanced state of disassembly and repair. Several visible
areas required a great deal of work.

Bolts installed on the track covers were primarily socket head cap screws
or 12-point external wrenching bolts. After exposure, the lobes of the
12-point bolts corrode and crumble away, leaving no wrenching surface. On
occasion, the head is mechanically damaged by large metal objects and
wrenching becomes impossible.

Resident personnel prefer the socket head to the external wrenching bolts
(EWM) but would like to try an EWB with a hex recess instead of a lighten-
ing hole. If one of the drives is damaged, the remaining one could still
be used.

Below deck in the launch valve room, the situation seemed worse than the
description in the previous section. It was learned that a high temperature
aluminum silicone paint was used on the steam pipes, but the result was
complete flaking of the paint and zero protection.

Conversation with knowledgable military and civilian personnel revealed a
situation very difficult to completely remedy, due to the disregard for

expending time for repairs at sea. The seamen who maintain the system
re under pressure to minimize downtime and perform little or no preventatijf
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ain tenanc e. Therefore, any system installed at dockside gradually
dereriorares until the next dockside visit. While on duty station, the
C:Arrier is attended by local "craftsmen" who are not responsible for the

(atapult system, so that the only real attention given is by the home port

maintenance teams and by the NAEC engineering department.

:.urther hardships encountered are limited funds and time for maintenance
and re;,,3ir. This condition generally leads to increased deterioration

since marginal materials and solutions are used instead of more permanent

renjed ies.

3. Evaluation of Exposed Bolts. A number of 12-point external
wrenching bolts purchased from SPS were installed in the 4340 steel impact

bridle arrester track and were exposed to service for a few months. At this

time, new bolts manufactured at the same time were substituted in .heir

place and the exposed bolts were examined.

At first glance they looked verv rusty, but after cleaning in solvents and

with soap and water, the rust blanket was washed away. The cadmium plated

alloy steel bolts (SPS 74589) still had cadmium present on most of the

threads and on more than 75% of the head. Rusting and slight pitting was

evident under the head where contact with the bare steel track was made and

where a corrodent would have a good chance of remaining because of capillary

action.

The A-286 alloy bolts (SPS 74589CD) used in the same application appeared to

be rusty but were not. Besides losing the cadmium all over the head and

partially on the threads, they were undamaged.

B. PROCEDURES.

1. Design Improvements. The use of sealants has been advocated as

a method to reduce corrosion for some time. Aircraft are literally covered

with it but are not disassembled like the catapult system. Nevertheless,

there is a place for sealants and some areas in the steam catapult are good

candidates. Some trials have been conducted with aircraft type polysulfide

sealants where the viscosity in cold weather makes it difficult to work

with. Generally, sealants are for permanent applications and should not

be used where they will normally extrude out. A few possP'! applications

for these products are:

a. Bridle Arrester Track. The bridle arrester track sits

directly on the steel track cover as shown in Figure I and is bolted to it.

Liquid corrodents are able to seep underneath it as well as down into the

bolt holes as shown in Figure 2. If the track were sealed to the track

cover, removal would be more difficult but replacement at sea would probab-

ly not include a resealing effort. Thus, the initial effort would be in

vain. If the track were in two pieces as in Figure 3, where the bottom

piece was sealed permanently to the track cover by a wet sealant, liquids
would not be able to get to the blind holes as easily. If the bottom

piece is Teflon coated before sealing, removal can 'e expedited.

b. Stainless Steel Inserts. The substitution of a stainless

insert for a tapped alloy steel blind hole provides corrosion resistance

L _
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Ias well as increased strength. If a deep insert is dsea additional threads]
are available for a longer length bolt as shown in Figure 4. The interface

between the insert and the enlarged hole should be sea'ed to eliminate
galvanic corrosion.

C Bridle Arrester Track Bolt. The addition of ,t seal:,i, to

the c.nventional socket head or external wrenching head should aid in

reducing corrodant seepage. However, if a countersunk dtsign were

incorporated as shown in Figure 5, a Teflon coating would he more compatible

and should facilitate sealing of the joint. Even if sealant was applied

over the leflon and was subsequently removed during maintenance, the more

permanent Teflon could still provide sufficient sealing to prevent seepage.

rhe redesign of the bridle track bolt as shown above, can be carried a few

steps further by incorporating features which provide convenience. The
addition of a dual drive, locking device on the threads, o-ring seal,
Teflon coating, removable cover plate, and squeezable void filler all help

to improve the performance. These features are illustirted in Figures h

through 9. rhe overall dimensions for the proposed dual drive bolt are
shown in Figure 10. An internal hex drive coupled with an external 12-noint
drive serves as an alternatE means of installation and removal. The hex

recess is easier to manufacture than a square drive and will result in 3n

economical saving. ihe countersink is an optional feature, but one which

will provide improved corrosion protection to the joint.

d. Optional Bolting in Materials for High lemperature Flanged

Joints. Fhe harsh environment coupled with the elevated temperature

requirements of 650 F indicates a need for a high temperature corrosion

resistant alloy. A moderate degree of strength is required along with

the aforementioned properties. Originally, in the proposal to this contract,

A-286 was thought to provide all of the characteristics necessar\. However.

it was quickly determined that it would lose its preload when the system

reached operating temperature. A number of other materials were considered

for the application and a detailed set of calculations were required to

generate the appropriate relationships so that an accurate assessment of

applicability could be made.

ihe calculations follow along with a summary in Table I showing that Inconel

718 and MP159 come closest to matching the 4130 steel flange. The worst

alloy is A-286, followed by M7'35N and Waspaloy. The highest clampup is

with PH13-8Mo, a martinsitic stainless steel.

In terms ot recommending an alloy, the Inconel 718 is highest on the list

because of its excellent corrosion resistance both general and in

crevices It is quite resistant to stress corrosion cracking and

hydrogen embrittlement . also.

e. Eitekt ,t Temperature Change on the Preload of a Flanged

Bolt. rhis analvsis (Appendix A) takes into account the thermal expansion

of both the bolt and loint materials as well as the change in Young's

Modulus with temperature of both materials.

L
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F f. Effect of Plating Thickness on Shear Areas of Threaded
Fasteners. In an effort to improve corrosion resistance of bolts and nuts,
consideration has been given to increased plating tnickness. While thick-
nesses are normally below 0.5 mil, threads can be "sized" to allow heavier
coatings. Tables and figures were generated which show the effect of
plating thickness on thread dimensions and the resulting change in shear
area of the engaged bolt and nut.

Tables II through I' give dimensions for three bolt sizes while Tables V
through VII give the effect of the thread dimensions on the shear area.
Figures 11 through 16 show the effect of the plating thickness and thread
engagement on the shear area of the threaded members. Finally, in
Table VIII, the maximum shear area loss as a function of plating thickness
is shown.

2. Exposure Program - Deck Bolts.

a. Screening Test Specimen Design. The design of a suitable
specimen for representative joints of the catapult track cover was patterned

after the i-rail and bridle arrester applications where the bolt is
clamping dissimilar metals together and is subject to corrodent contamina-
tion from more than one direction. A typical area of the track cover
involves a bolt joining two metals as shown in Figure 1. The bolt head is
usually recessed and the threads may or may not be in a blind tapped hole.
The bridle arrester track is a Food example of galvanic incompatibility
and is illustrated in Fig re 2. The corrodent enters the ioint from three
directions and eventually finds its way into the tapped hole where it

collects and caupes severe degradation.

A simple but suitable specimen design which allows top nfd side entry of
corrodents was fabricated from the alloys normally used aboard the carrier.
This specimen, shown in Figure 17, consists of an upper bushing made of
304 stainless steel, AISI 4340 alloy steel or manganese bronze, and a
lower blind tapped bushing made of 1018 steel. The upper bushing has a
counterbore to accommodate the bolt head with ample clearance for corrodent
to collect. It was tapered at its lower end to allow liquid to accumulate
at the corrodent entry slot of the lower bushing.

b. Coating Selections. Twenty five coatings were screened,
including both organic and inorganic compounds. Those selected for the

track application required temperature capabilities of 250'F. They are

described in Table IX.

The coating selection included several candidates unknown for fastener use
along with a number of combinations thought to provide useful properties.
Little attention was given to economic considerations or dimensional
control , both of paramount importance for the final inspection. In
addition to those coatings listed in Table IX, a number of metal coatings

to be applied by sam.tal powder or wire spray were considered by NAEC.
However, these were not received in time to be included in the selection for
the long term test.

L J
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r-c. Coating Application. Most of the electroplated coatings
were prepared at SPS in commercial plating baths with recommended practices.
The fasteners were mechanically blasted with 120 grit aluminum oxide andj then plated according to applicable specifications, as listed below:

Plating Specifications

Plating SPS No. Specification

1. Cadmium + Iridescent Dichromate P4 QQ-P-416, Type II A

2. Zinc + Iridescent Dichromate P8 QQ-Z-325, Type II

3. Dull Nickel P12 QQ-N-290, Class 2

4. Diffused Nickel-Cadmium P24 AMS 2416

d. Coating Description. A description of the various coatings
used is given below:

1. Electroplated Aluminum. This coating was provided
by Ametek Electrochemical Development Labs in Sellersville, Pa. It is
elec~rodeposited from an ether bath in barrels or by rack immersion.
Alodine 1200S is a standard post conversion coating applied for most
corrosion environments. Electroplated aluminum is a very pure metal and
extremely susceptible to salt spray attack from the chloride ion. Being
sacrificial as well, it is consumed rapidly in marine environments when
coupled to more noble materials such as steel, stainless steel, and
manganese bronze.

2. Flame Spray Aluminum. This coating was provided by
the Naval Air Engineering Center and is similar to that developed by
Metco, Inc. of Westbury, Long Island, N. Y. The coating was much too
thick and spalled off the base metal during attempts to densify it and
reduce its dimension. It was not tested. Much of the protection afforded
by the coating, according to Metco, is a result of the generous thickness
usually applied. Also, an oxide layer surrounds the aluminum metal and
offers further barrier protection. The protection provided by thin
coatings on the order of I mil or less is generally unknown but should be
considered marginal at best.

3. Thermal DecomposiLion Aluminum. Xenoclad is the name
given to this pure aluminum coating provided by TESCO of Houston, Texas.
It is deposited by heating the sample to a temperature exceeding 600'F
followed by quenching in an organo-aluminum liquid compound which decomposes.
The coating is characterized by its complete coverage, even in deep
recesses. However, being a pure aluminum, it is extremely susceptible
to salt spray attack and is consumed quickly.

4. Cadmium and Nylon 11. This coating system is designed

to provide sealing by means of the Nylon and corrosion protection from the
cadmium. The latter was electrodeposited from a cyanide bath at SPS and
the Nylon was electrostatically sprayed on at the Naval Air Development
Center at Warminster, Pa. The Nylon is deposited as a powder which* L -i 0V

L _
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Irequires an oven treatment tc cause fusing. Small holes result here and

there which allow the corrodent to penetrate and consume the thin cadmium
layer. Ultimately, the cadmium corrosion products lift the Nylon allowing

more corrodent to enter and rusting occurs. The Nylon seems to seal the

threaded holes well, but it is applied so thick, the bolt is difficult to
install and remove.

5. Cadmium. This coating was provided by SPS in the

standard industrial thickness of 0.2 to 0.4 mil as well as 0.5 ml minimum.

Cadmium is normally applied from a cyanide bath and requires baking at

375°F for periods up to 24 hours to relieve the plated hardware of

embrittling hydrogen. Resistant to salt spray, cadmium plating of 0.5 mil

thickness provides reasonable protection but of not a long enough duration.

Thicker cadmium platings would be more pore-free as well as having

additional sacrificial material. Because cadmium has good lubrication
properties, it is advantageous to use for threaded fasteners.

6. Cadmium and Teflon. This coating system is designed
to provide sealing by means of the Teflon and corrosion protection from the
cadmium. The latter was electrodeposited from a cyanide bath at SPS and
the Teflon was sprayed on and cured by SPS Western at Santa Ana, Calif.
The Teflon provided minimal sealing action and proceeded to pop off,

probably because of mechanical abuse and corrosion product formation under

it. In order to be more effective, the Teflon should have adhered better

to the cadmium and could have been appL'ed somewhat thicker.

7. Cadmium and Sealant. This coating is designed to

provide sealing by means of the polysulfide sealant (Products Research

Corp. PRC-1436G) which was applied by SPS Western just under the head of

the bolt. The cadmium plating was from a cyanide bath at SPS. The coating,
which was cured before installation, offered no difficulty during

installation.

8. Cadmium and Chromate. This coating is designed to
supply ample quantities of soluble chromates in addition to sacrificial
protection by means of the cadmium. The strontium chromate is well

known for its corrosion inhibiting properties, especially with aluminum
structures.

9. Cadmium and Zinc. This coating system provides

cadmium which is resistant to marine environments and zinc w hich is

resistant to industrial environments. Both metals are electroplated from

cyanide bath@ and require baking to relieve the fasteners from hydrogen
embrittlement.

10. Coricone 800. This coating is a black or-anic paint-

like coating, capable of resisting outdoor environments as well as a

number of chemicals. It was applied by Corro Therm, Inc. of Croyden, Pa.

11. Diffused Nickel-Cadmium. This coating system was

developed for high temperature applications up to 900'F. It was applied

at SPS by first depositing nickel from a sulfamate bath followed by

cadmium from a cyanide bath. The two layers were then diffused at 630'F
for 1 hour. AMS 2416 is the applicable specification number.

_J
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F 12. Nickel and Cadmium. This coating was applied at SP-
and is intended to provide sacrificial action and bariler protection. The
nickel was deposited from the sulfamate bath followed by the cadmium from
3 cyanide bath at SPS.

13. Nickel and Electroplated Aluminum. This coating
system employed sulfamate nickel plated at SPS followed by electroplated
aluminum provided by Ametek of Sellersville. The aluminum provided
sacrificial protection and the nickel provided barrier protection.

14. Nickel and Thermal Decomposition Aluminum. This
coating system was designed to provide noble metal barrier protection along
with sacrificial action. The sulfamate nickel was deposited at SPS and
the Xenoclad aluminum was applied by TESCO of Houston, Texas.

15. Nickel and Zinc. This coating system was applied
by SPS from a sulfamate nickel bath and a cyanide zinc bath. The nickel
provides a berrier while the zinc offers sacrificial protection.

16. Nickel. This coating is a thick sulfamate nickel
plating (0.5 mil) applied by SPS unlike many of the thinner nickel base
coatings utilized in this program. It offers pore-free noble barrier
protection.

17. Nickel and SermeTel W. This coating system employs a
thin coating of sulfamate nickel applied by SPS over which is a layer of
SermeTel W, applied by Corro Therm, Inc. of Croydon, Pa. The former
coating provides barrier protection while the latter supplies sacrifical
ac , ion.

18. SermeTel W. This coating, applied by Corro Therm,
Inc. of Croydon, Pa. provides sacrificial and thermal protection in
-orrosir environments. It was applied and cured according to AMS 2506.

19. SermeTel 554. This coating system employed a thin
sulfamate nickel layer provided by SPS followed by a layer of SermeTel 554
applied ' Teleflex, Inc. of North Wales, Pa. The latter coating is
supposedly more sacrificial than SermeTel W.

20. Urethabond. This coating is a urethane paint, applied
by Corro Therm, Inc. of Croydon, Pa. Topcoat formulation U-1O0 was applied
over base cost formulation U-107. The system is said to be resistant to a
number of chemicals. Although it is a metallic-looking paint, the Uretha-
bond offers protection because it is fairly thick and provides a sealing
action.

21. Zinc. This coating was provided by SPS in the standard
industrial thickness of 0.2 to 0.4 nil as well as 0.5 mil minimum. Zinc is
normally applied from a cyanide bath and requires baking at 375°F for
periods up to 24 hours to relieve the plated hardware of embrittling
hydrogen.

L
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22. Zinc and Teflon. 'his coating svstLem is designed to
provide sealing by means of the Teflon and corrosion protection from the

zinc. The latter was electrodeposited from a cyanide bath at SPS and the

Teflon was sprayed on and cured by SPS Western at Santa Ana, Calif.

23. Zinc and Cadmium. This coating system provides

cadmium which is resistant to marine environments and zinc which is

resistant to industrial environments. Both metals were electroplated from

cyanide baths at SPS and required baking to relieve the fasteners from

hydrogen embrittlement° The combination of sacrificial coatings protected

the threaded holes but did not offer much protection for the bolt area
exposed to the environment.

24. Tin - Cadmium. This coating system provides
sacrificial protection and no hydrogen embrittlement due to processing.
It was applied by the 3M Co. of St. Paul, Minn. by a cold welding process
where the fasteners are tumbled with the coating material, other chemicals,

and a tumbliig media to aid in deposition. The thickness was several mils,

which caused minor problems with thread engagement. Regardless, the

threaded bushing holes were rusty, indicating the non-anodic or sacrificial
position of this coating with respect to the steel. The bolt surface
exposed to the environment was also rusty, supporting the other evidence.

All of the screening program coatings except one were usable without

further processing. The wire-sprayed aluminum was very thick (10 mils or
more) and required a reduction in order to obtain clearance for thread fit.

Accordingly, a device called a "Fette Head" was employed to roll the coat-

ing with applied force in order to densify it. However, instead of
producing a more dense coating, it caused the coating to spail off the

threads in pieces, leaving bare spaces.

Examination of the treated pieces revealed little or no adhesion to the

sprayed coating. Thus, the rolling operation merely encouraged lifting of

the coating by deformation, rather than tearing it off. Subsequent lifting
or peeling was also accomplished by the use of a knife blade on areas not

in contact with the "Fette Head".

The densification process "s judged possible but difficult in view of
these efforts and would require extensive work to improve the nethods
required to provide a coating worthy of consideration.

e. Coating Thickness. In most cases, coating thickness was
determined by thread gage measurements, as is the usual practie*. Spot
checks were made on flat surfaces with a Magne-gage to insure the adequacy
of the coating thickness.

f. Assembly. All of the upper and lower bushings were
thoroughly degreased before installing the coated bolts and torquing to
600 inch-pounds.

g. Exposure. The low temperature screening test was conducted
in a 57% salt spray cabinet operated per ASTM B117-64. The temperature was
approximately 95'F and the specimens were mounted in a vertical position
on PVC tables 8 inches from the bottom of the cabinet. The environment

~L
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Ias maintained constant for a period of 2000 hotrs, excert for periodic 5
minute observations aid removal of half the specimens after 1000 hours

exposure.

h. Long-Term Exposure. The selection of the best coatings

from the screening test for a long-term simulated exposure at Ocean City,

N. J. depended on a sLple but agressive sp-imen design, where excessive

corrodent entry was provided for both the high and low temperature

application-. In order to sUrvive a much longer test period under more

realistic conditions, specimens were designed to be accommodated in exist-

ing but proven facilities.

One of the test facilities, located at Ocean City Research Corp., is a

turntable with programmed heat and corrodent sources. The turntable can

accomodate up to 18 specimens approximately 4 inches square. The specimen

was kept as small as possiole while still employing large diameter jolts.

Three different top plate materials were used, as in the screening test,

along with HY80 steel for the bottom plate as shown in Figure 18.

Because of the three different tcp plate material and the 18 specimen
capacity of the facility, only six assemblies of each top material could

be employed. Therefore 12 coatings were selected, each to share half the

space on a specimen block. The 12 coating systems selected were on the

basis of performance, commercial availability and dimensional control.

They are listed in Table X.

The conditions employed for the long term test are shown in Table XI.

3. Exposure Program - Flange Fasteners.

a. Screening Test Specimen Design. 1he elevated temperature

specimen, designed to simulate a steam pipe flange, consisted of a metal

cylinder with a "window" for corrodent entry, a stud 3 inches long and

hex nuts to apply a load. It is shown in Figure 19. The cylinder was

made from AISI 4130 steel, the alloy currently used for steam pipes. The

stud material was MIL-S-1222, a high temperature alloy currently in use

fzr this application without benefit of a coating. The nut material was

the amee as the stud. Nuts were obtained through the Naval stock system.

This simple design, without a gasket, alloweu for tightening the joint

just as in the actual application, although greater access of the

environment to the fasteners was provided in this test. The normal

application employs lagging which insulates the pipe but also gets soaked
with corrodents seeping In from the deck above.

b. Coatings A list of the coatings for the high temperature

test is given in Table XII,where only eight systems were evaluated, owing

to the absence of the noble metal powder and wire spray coatings mentioned

earlier. One of the systems tested was Inconel 718 studs and nuts. This

is an alloy capable of 220,000 psi strength level, exceptionally good

corrosion resistance, and a temperature capability in txcess of 700'F.

A second screening test was run with the im coating systems employed on

the :tuds and nuts, but the steel cylinders were coated by NAEC with the Ji
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fecco 120 system of wire sprayed aluminum.

c. Exposure. The elevated temperature application was
simulated by a severe test consisting of 8 hours at 700+20cF followed by
16 hours in 5% salt spray. This cycle was repeated 10 tymes, except for
weekends when the specimens remained in the salt spray. The specimens
were exposed to a total of 80 hours at 700'F and 256 hours of 5% salt spray.

d. Long Term Exposure. The long term, high temperature test
tequired a specimen resembling two pipe flanges with a gasket sandwiched
between them as well as an ample heat source to maintain a 7000F temperature
of the joint. Large diameter studs and nuts were employed to provide high
clamping forces. The sperimen design is shown in Figures 20 and 21. These
specimens were encapsulated in cocoons of lagging material and exposed to
a mixture of corrodents by means of periodic injection.

The coatings tested are shown in Table XIIInd the conditions used are
shown in Table ]JV.

4. Exposure Rack. The trial exposure of coated studs and nuts in
the launch valve room was of interest to determine how corrosion generated
there would compare to that generated in the long term high temperature
exposure program.

a. Design. A rack constructed of steel angle fastened
together with the test studs and nuts was designed as depicted in Figure
22. This rack was welded to the wall of the launch valve room by means of
a suitable bracket and was covered with the pipe lagging normally used.
Full scale drawings of the rack components are given in Figures 23 and 24.

Studs of 3/4 inch diameter are spaced along the length of fastened right
angle so that ample space is available for wrenching.

b. Coating Selection. Since 12 fastening systems could be
employed, only 6 coating conditions were selected so that some would be in
the horizontal position and some would be in the vertical position. In
a2dition to the bare condition and an Inconel 718 system only 4 coatings
thought to be economical enough for use were selected as shown in Table
Xv.

*, Assembly. All of the studs and nuts were coated with

MIL-L-46010 (MR) (Smdstrom 9A) inhibited dry film lubricant on all
threaded areas and bearing faces before assembly. Sufficient torque was
employed to squeeze the angle iron completely together. Steel spacers
were used to effect a finite separation of 1/16 to 1/8 inches.

End brackets of 1/4 inch thick steel were welded to the rack so that the
bracket could easily be tack welded to the launch valve room wall.

d. Exposure. The two racks were sent by NAEC to aircraft
carriers in two different parts of the world. One was sent to the U.S.S.
Saratoga in the Mediteranean and the other to the U.S.S. Ranger in the
Pacific. The racks were exposed on the launch valve room ,oall for approxi-
matel, 6 months before being sent back to NAEC for evaluation.L L
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5. Metal Sprayed Bolts. A large quantity of alloy steel socket

head cap screws was supplied to NAEC for coating with various metal systems.
These coating systems were applied by a vendor and returned to SPS via
NAEC. Representative samples were hung in a 5% salt spray cabinet by means
of nylon monofilament until at least 50% of the surface was rusty. Table
XVI gives a list of the coatings.

The thickness was much greater than the 2 or 3 mils requested. This
characteristic did not permit the use of mating nuts or tapped holes to
be used in conjunction with the bolts.

6. Eltctroohemical Tests. Electrochemical potential and polariza-
tion me-surements were made in order to quantify the performance of
candidate fastener coatings. The measurements were made on each coated
fastener in sea water prior to exposure, midway through the exposure test,
and at the end of the exposure test. Only the threaded area of the fastener
was included in the measurement. The remainder of the fastener was masked
with epoxy. The polarization measurements were non-destructive and
allowed accurate dfiect calculations of corrosion rates for the metallic
coatings.

The basis for using calculated corrosion rates to evaluate coating perfor-
mance can be seen by examining the characteristic manner in which a
sacrificial type coating behaves in an aqueous environment. If a metallic
coating were applied perfectly to the substrate metal, it would be pore
free and would corrode at a rate characteristic of the coated metal,
itself. However, no coating system can be considered pore free and,
therefore, the calculated corrosion rate is a summation of both the local
action corrosion rate for the metal coating and the galvanic corrosion
rate caused by local bi-metal cells between the substrate metal and the
coating. The number and intensity of localized bi-metal cells on the
coated surface is a direct function of the porosity of the coating.
Because the porosity of a metal coating increases as the metal corrodes
or sacrifices, the corrosion reaction becomes self stimulating. Polariza-
tion measurements allow calculation of the changing corrosion rate as a
function of time. From the corrosion rate vs. time data, meaningful
extrapolations can be made allowing prediction of the useful service
life for individual coatings. This is simply not obtained by other
methods.

Corrosion rates of metals in aqueous environments are determined by
polarization measurements, according to the Stern and Geary equation:

Ic= x Ba x Bc x d 1
2.3 Ba + Bc

where Ic = local action corrosion current density

Ba = Anodic Tafel Slope
Bc = Cathodic Tafel Slope

= impressed current density
= polarization caused by impressed current, when <20 millivolts

L. -J
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rThe corrosion rate is a linear function of Ic accordine to Faraday's Law:

Corrosion rate = kIc
P

where k - electrochemical equivalent for spe._ific metal
P = density of specific metal

For a given metal, Ba and Bc are relatively constant. In order to experi-
mentally determine a corrosion rate, it is necessary only to measure the
quantity A

Electrical potential measurements also provide meaningfull dat2i for evaluating
the performance of a sacrificial type coating. Initially, the base metal
with a sacrificial type coating would be expected to exhibit an electro-
chemical potential characteristic of the coating metal in the particular
aqueous solution. As the metal coating is sacrificed, the potential will
change toward a value more characteristic of the base metal that the
coating. PoLential measurements with time will give a meaningful indication
as to the performance of a sacrificial type coating.

Although a typical environment is often more atmospheric than total immersion,
polarization and potential measurements in sea water provide semi-quanti-
tative performance data. The calc,lated corrosion rates in sea water are
not, of course, identical in magnitude to the corrosion rates that occur
in the atmosphere. However, changes in the sea water corrosion rate or
sea water potential as a function of time provide quantitative evidence
of how a metal coating is performtng in the atmosphere. These changes in
the characteristic properties of the coating may not be obvious by physical
inspection.

Newly coated screws and previously exposed screws were subjected to the
electrochemical test described above in order to measure corrosion rates
and corrosion potentials.

C. RESULTS.

I. Low Temperature Screening 'feat. Observations of all low
temperature specimens inediately after removal from salt spray revealed
gross corrosion of the lower tapped bushing and excessive quantities of
corrosion products elsewhere. Thus, nothing significant could be
determined until this debris was removed and the specimens were disassembled.
Extensive cleaning was required of practically every component with soap,
water, and brass bristle brushes. After this treatment, the specimen

pieces were dried with compressed air, identified, and stored.

Examination was made visually with and without the aid of a 60X Stereo
zoom microscope. Coments relative to the appearance of the specimen
components are noted in Table XVII.

2. Low-Temperature Long-Term Salt Spray. After 1000 hours of 57°
salt spray exposure at SPS, the specimens were removed, cleafed and
examined. The results of this examination are shown in Table XVIII.

LJ
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F 3. Long-Term Low-Temperature Test. The Ocean City exposure
specimens were examined after 2 1/2 months on the test rig. Table XIX

shows the results of the examination at this time.

After 4 1/2 mtths on the Ocean City test rig, an examination produced the
results shown in Table XX. After 7 months of exposure, the results shown

in Table XXI were observed. At the completion of 9 months of exposure,
an examination produced the results shown in Table XXII, and Photographs
1 t hrough 22.

4. High Temperature Screening Test. The results of the elevated
temperature test are shown in Photographs 23 through 30. An unexposed
stud and nuts, the assembled and exposed joint, and an exposed Etud and

nuts are seen in each picture.

The electroplated aluminum is completely gone and severe rusting has
occurred. The nickel remaining under the electroplated aluminum in the
next system offers little additional protection. The diffused nickel
cadmium coating permitted thread rusting to occur, but the thick nickel
coating in the next system provided excellent protection.

The nickel flash and SermeTel 554 allowed slight rusting to occur, while
the nickel flash and SermeTel W showed more extensive rusting, including
a "frozen" nut on one stud. SermeTel W did not prevent rusting but kept

it to a minimum. The best system was the Inconel 718, whose surface
darkened due to a thermal oxide, but remained virtually unattacked

otherwise.

5. High Temperature Screening Test - Second Run. The results of
this exposure are shown in Figures 31 - 38.

In all cases, the studs and nuts appeared much better with the aluminum
coated cylinders than with the previously tested bare steel cylinders.

The electroplated aluminum has some white corrosior products on the threads
of the studs and nuts. No rusting was observed except on the steel
cylinder manating from the inside where the surface was probably bare.
The cylinder faces were relatively clean and not significantly corroded.

The addition of electroplated aluminum over electroplated nickel did not
aggravate the cylinder face condition although red rust was found exuding
from the inside of the cylinder. The stud and nuts were also in excellent

condition with no red rust present and only a small amount of rowdering

white corrosion product.

The stud with the diffused nickel-cadmium coating exhibited rust-like
stains on its center section which were probably from the insides of the
cylinder. The nuts had white corrosion products on the threads. However,
thet was some evidence of galvanic consumption of the aluminum coating
on the cylinder under the nut bearing face.

Electroplated nickel appeared unscathed on the stud and suffered from
minor rusting in the threads where thickness was reduced due to throwing
power losses. The cylinder was white with corrosion products but was not

L
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rfattacked any more than with the diffused nickel-cadmium coating. '
No rusting was observed for the studs or nuts coated with nickel and

SermeTel W although appearance indicated the partial depletion of the top-

coat In some areas. The inside of the cylinder was rusty which spread to

the outside and the ends under the nut bearing surface were not signifi-

cantly attacked but merely darkened.

The SermeTel 554 had a little more white corrosion product than the previous

coating but appeared healthy otherwise. The nuts exhibited corrosion

product buildup on the bearing face and a small amount of rusting. The

cylinder rusted internally and the bearing faces were attacked slightly.

The SermeTel W allowed rusting to occur on the stud and nut threads.

Depletion of the coating was evident on the smooth shank portion. The

cylinder exhibited rusting internally and attack under the nut bearing

face.

No attack of the Incornel 718 bolt or nut was observed. The cylinders were

rusty internally and had white corrosion products all over but were not

significantly attacked on the bearing ends.

6. Long Term High Temperature Test. After 6 weeks of exposure, the

cocoons were cut open and the metal specimens examined. After 15 weeks of

exposure, the cocoons were cut open and the metal specimens re-examined.

Results of these examinations are shown in Tables XXIII and XVIV.

After 9 months of exposure, the specimens were removed, cleaned up and

examined. Comments are shown in Table XXV and Photographs 39 - 58 are

provided for visual evidence.

The fasteners were disassemoled and the breakaway torques measured as

recorded in Table XXVI.

7. Exposure Racks. The rack from the U.S.S. Saratoga was returned

first and photographed after cleanup as shown in Photographs 59 - 64.

The rack from the U.S.S. Ranger was not as corroded as that from the

U.S.S. Saratoga. Both racks were completely disassembled and the

fasteners cleaned up before further examination.

Table XXVII lists the breakaway torques experienced for the various coating
systems. Once broken away, the prevailing torque required to disassemble
the joint had to be overcome. This value was significant where rusting
had occurred, such as on the bare and electroless nickel conditions.

Table XXVIII lists the appearance of the various coating systems after they
had been cleaned up.

8. Metal Sprayed Bolts. Table XXIX lists the results of 5% salt
spray testing.

9. Electrochemical Tests. Tables XXX and XXXI present the data

obtained initially and midway through the test exposure. The initial

--. . . . . .. . - . . . I . . . . .. ~ l . . . .. . . ..L . . . .
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j (ata shows several things. First, the beneficial effect of the poly-
sulfide sealant is quite obvious. The corrosion rate in sea water for the
fasteners coated with sealant is an order of magnitude lower (0.027 and .39
mil per year) than all of the other coatings except for the SermeTel W.
In essence, the polysulfide sealant acts as a barrier and effectively
reduces the exposed metal surface area. This results in a lower measured
corrosion rate. The SermeTel W coating also acts more as a barrier coating
than a metallic coating and effectively reduces the area of exposed metal.

The electroless nickel coating exhibited a rather high initial corrosion
rate (8.25 mpy), much greater than the electroplated nickel (1.03 mpy).
The data indicates that the electroless nickel coating as applied is more
porous than the electroplated nickel. On immersion of the electroless
nickel coated fastener in sea water, rusting occurred imnediately at
numerous pinholes. The electroplated nickel fastener exhibited a negligible
amount of rusting under the same conditions.

Initially, the cadmium coatings by themselves seem to corrode at about 5
times the rate of the zinc coatings in sea water. Zinc with a cadmium over-
coat showed a lower initial corrosion rate than cadmium with a zinc
overcoat. (C 1 mpy vs. 3 mpy).

The greater ability of zinc to cathodically protect the steel substrate
was evidenced by its high initial potential ( -e - 1.02 V vs. Ag - AgCl).

Examination of the data shows that a zinc coated fastener could easily be
identified by simply measuring its corrosion potential.

Examination of the data obtained on the fasteners removed midway through
the test shows dramatic changes in both corrosion rate and potential.
Many of the fasteners exhibited much higher corrosion rates indicating
that most of the coating is gone. The measured corrosion rate is more
characteristic of the steel substrate. The measured potentials in these
cases are also characteristic of steel in sea water. For some of the
nickel coatings, the potentials are more noble than would be expected for
steel, indicating that some nickel still remains. However, because
nickel is noble to steel, high corrosion rates occur due to galvanic
action.

In some cases, very low corrosion rates were measured. This might be the
result of insoluble salt formation on some coatings. Even in these cases,

the potentials seemed to move toward values more characteristic of
steel. The most dramatic change in potential occurred for the zinc
coating. Except for the zinc overcoated with polysulfide sealant, the
potential of all zinc coatings increased to values more characteristic
of the steel substrate. The beneficial effect of the polysulfide sealant
is again demonstrated. It should also be mentioned that the fasteners
with polysulfide sealant were by far the easiest to remove from the test
plates and showed the least corrosion on the uncoated female threads.

In sumary, the electrochemical data correlated well with visual observa-
tions and also provided quantitative support for rating coating performance.
There appears to be some anomalies. In view of only three data points
acquired for each fastener, the gathering of more data points would probably

L ----- d
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I resolve the anomalies and provide additional supplementary data as an aid

in quantitatively rating coating performance. For the record, electro-

chemical measurements made after 9 months of exposure are shown in Tables

XXXII and XXXIII. These tables show data for a bolt removed and reinstalled

at the 4.5 month point as well as for a bolt removed only after the full

9 months of exposure.

D. DISCUSSION.

1. Deck Bolts. Of all the coating systems tested, three were

considered clearly superior based on 9 month exposures and electrochemical

tests. Two of the three were sacrificial metals overcoated with a poly-

sulfide sealant. The third was a combination of two sacrificial metals.

In these three coating systems, only electroplated cadmium or zinc was

employed, both of which are comnercially available. The polysulfide
sealant is a 2 part mix, prepared just before installation of the bolts

for wet application. However, it can be applied on the bolts and fully
cured before installation.

The cadmium plating protects the steel bolt and the threaded steel hole bv

sacrificial action. Therefore, when all of the cadmium is depleted in a
given area, the bare steel causes the remaining cadmium to deplete even
faster. The only way to get more protection for the bare steel is to put
a longer lasting coating on top of it. This is achieved by a thicker
sacrificial coating which will last longer but still will be consumed
even-uallv.

Zinc, also a sacrificial coating, is consumed more rapidly than cadmium
in a chloride environment because it is a more active metal and also
because its corrosion products are more soluble and do not offer surface
protection.

The coating system which had a base layer of cadmium and a top coating of
zinc (No. 4) did not protect nearly as well as the opposite condition.
The reason for this may be that the zinc topcoat depletes rather quickly
and the remaining cadmium cannot adequately protect. On the other hand,

if the cadmium is the topcoat and depletes much more slowly, a larger
amount of sacrificial metal is available during the course of the exposure.
This is probably the case with the coating system No. 12.

The polysulfide sealant is successful because it effectively prevents
electrolyte from getting into the threads. Therefore, it works equally
well over cadmium or zinc as evidenced by the results of this program.
Unfortunately, it cannot be used to close up the recess in or around the
bolt and therefore offers little protection to the head and drive.

Whether the sealant is applied wet or pre-cured, as in this program, it
is capable of preventing the entry of contaminants into the joint. There-
fore, it should also provide protection to the threaded hole even if the
bolt is bare alloy steel. This high degree of protection in the threaded
area should be matched by a similar high degree of protection on the bolt
head.

LL
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J F'rxperience in screening tests and long term exposures has shown that

sacrificial coatings, whether they be zinc, cadmium, or aluminum, cannot

withstand the harsh deck environent as well as a more noble :naring.

Therefore, electroplated nickel in sufficient thickness has been shown

to offer outstanding protection to the bolt head. The combination of

nickel and cadmium in a diffused coating was shown to be not as good as

cadmium in protecting the threads and no better than the nickel protecting

the head.

Therefore, the coating system required for this application should be
different in two separate areas. This coating technique is relatively
expensive if masking is employed but relatively inexpensive if nickel is

applied .11 over the bolt in a thickness sufficient to protect the head.

Cadmium can then be plated over the nickel so that the threaded area will
be sacrificial. It used in service in this manner, the cadmium on exposed

surfaces, such as the head, will be consumed but the remaining nickel will

protect by barrier action. Meanwhile, the nickel on the threads will cause

minimal problems because there is sufficient cadmium over it to maintain

a sacrificial quality as well as provide lubricity for torque requirements.
When the cadmium is eventually depleted in the threaded area, the remaining

nickel can cause galvanic attack. However, a periodic replenishment of

cadmium plating over an undamaged nickel plated bolt would serve to restore

the bolt to a "new" condition and guarantee additional corrosion-free life

for the threaded hole. This technique will work only if a thick coating
of approximately I mil can be tolerated on the threads.

If the nickel plating could do an excellent job of protection on the head
and the sealant protects likewise in the threads, then it is conceivable

that a nickel plated bolt, without cadmium, could be used with sealant for

the bridle arrester track application. After all, if the sealant prevents
corrodent entry into the threaded hole, how could galvanic action occur
between the nickel and the bare steel?

In theory this is correct but in practice it can be shown that some bolts
will be install-.d, perhaps in haste, without sealant, and corrosion will

occur unchecke, until the next regularly scheduled maintenance. The

addition of the cadmium over the nickel can serve as "insurance" so that

even if the sealant is not applied or is applied improperly, the presence

of the cadmium will serve to sacrificially protect the threaded hole.

2. Flange Studs. The combination of elevated temperature and
severe corrosive envirornent limit the number of coating systems applicable

for this installation. Cadmium and zinc plating should not be used above

450°F because of the threat of stress alloy cracking. Aluminum plating or
coating can be used but does not sufficiently resist the chloride ion with

the relatively thin layer required on the threads. Without the three

primary sacrificial metals, protection schemes fall upon the noble nature

*of nickel and chromium.

These coatings are barriers and protect only when they are thick enough
to be relatively pore-free. This study has shown how electroless nickel
deposits allowed rusting all over at the same thickness level where

electroplated nickel was virtually completely protective. In order to

provide a rust-free surface after exposure, a relatively thick coating

of nickel (.0007") was employed, .J
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Fother coating systems evaluated or considered did not or could not with-
stand the harsh environment of the laboratory tests or could not be
deposited acfrnrdin' to the thickness requirements generally acceptable for
fasteners. Where sacrificial type coating systems were evaluated, such as
SermeTel W, it was found that corrosion products made it more difficult
to remove the nut from the stud. In fact after a screening test, a
SermeTel W coated nut could not be removed from the stud.

The best s-.stem tested was one in which both stud and nut were of corrosion
resistant materials. In the laboratory tests, Inconel 718 proved to be an

excellent choice and exhibited no attack. Even in the carrier exposure
test, the Waspalov nut and Inconel 718 stud were not visibly attacked.
Thus, an "infinitely thick coating" (solid corrosion resistant alloy) has
the ability to completely resist the environment without fear or worry of
corrosion damage. Anything less resistant than an excellent corrosion
resistant alloy may not provide the same results.

It must be understood also that corrosion resistant alloys other than
Inconel 718 have to satisfy Lhe physical requirements discussed in Appendix
A pertaining to the effect of temperature on the preload. If an indiscrimi-
nate choice is made, the possibility exists of either losing the sealing
action on the flange joint or exceeding the tensile strength of the studs.
In both cases, a loss of steam will occur, although in the latter case,
broken studs of large diameters could be flying dan.erously through the
compartment.

The galvanic corrosion between the nickel plated nut bearing face and the
Metco 120 aluminum coated steel plate can be controlled by employing
aluminum clad steel washers under the nut. This aluminum coating can be
the Metco 120 system,SermeTel W, o: Nickel + SermeTel W, Diffused Nickel-
Cadmium, or a temperature resistant non-metallic coating can also be
employed.

Another concept worthy of consideration is to use a high strength
corrosion resistant alloy sucb as Inconel 718 in place of the current lower
strength alloy steel but with a reduced diameter. This feature would
make it practical to utilize existing holes by means of bushings and/or
washers with protective coating. The reduced diameter corrosion resistant
alloy studs would provide the same clamping force as at present with no
requirement for a major design change.

It is interesting to note the good correlation between the laboratory tests
and the aircraft carrier exposure, even though the latter was at launch
valve room temperature and not at 700'F.

E. CONCLUSIONS.

I. The harsh environment present on deck and in the launch valve
room as well as the limited maintenance provided at sea necessitates
superior corrosion resistance for fasteners in order to remove and reinstall
them.

2. Superior corrosion resistance for deck bolts can be provided by

cadmium and/or zinc with thicknesses in the 0.5 to 1.0 mil range even though[ L J
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rsome rusting will probably occur on the heao during one tour of duty.

3. A polysulfide sealant, applied over a plated deck bolt and

installed wet, offers the best solution to preventing severe corrosion
in blind tapped holes.

4. Electroplated sulfamate nickel, with a thickness of at least
0.5 nil protects deck bolt heads better than the same thickness of cadmium
or zinc.

5. Electroplated sulfamate nickel, with a thickness of at least
0.7 mil, protects launch valve flange studs and nuts better than any other
coating system tested.

6. Inconel 718 alloy provides the best solution to preventing
corrosion of launch valve studs and nuts.

7. Metal sprayed coating is not yet suitable for application on
bolts without obtaining extremely thick coatings which cannot be tolerated
or are too porous to provide barrier protection.

L_
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TABLE I

Summary of Calculations for Elevated Temperature Application

ER TT
Bolt Material B B V i FB

Same as joint 30 x 10 26 x 10 7.7 x 10 20,068 lb.

A-286 29 x 106 25 x 106 9.5 x 10-6 1,301 lb.

P1U3-8Mo 29.4 x I66  25 x 106 5.3 x 10- 6 44,604 lb.

M4P35 33.6 x 10 6 30.8 x 106 8.2 x 10- 6  14,507 lb.
Waspaloy 30.6 x 10 28.8 x 10 7.3 x Io 6  26,379 lb.

Incer.el 718 29.6 x 106 27.2 x 106 7.7 x 10- 6  21,182 lb.

17-4 PH 28.5 x 106 24.8 x 106 5.7 x 10-6 40,724 lb.

MP159 35.3 x 106 31.5 x 166  7.9 x 10- 6 18,069 lb.

Mote: The following values were fixed for this problem:

AB - 0.7854 square inches FT - 552,000 lb.

A a 228.55 square inch*@ IB  = 4.5 inches

d - I inch l U 4.5 inches

Di  a 13 inches n a 24 bolts

D2  22 inches AT - 570"F (650-80)

E R 30 z 106 psi -~j = 7.7 x 10-6 in/in/OF

T
T - 26 x 106 psi

L
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TABLE II

Dimensions for 1/2-13, Class 2, External (3,31t) Threads
All dimensions are inches

Major Diameter Pitch Diameter
Platinit Thickness Max. Min. Max. Min.

0 .5000 .4896 .4500 .4448
.0005 .4990 .4886 .4480 .4428
.0010 .4980 .4876 .4460 .4408
.0020 .4960 .4856 .4420 .4368
.0030 .4940 .4836 .4380 .4328

Internal thread is .4552/.4500 pitch diameter

.4290/.4167 minor diameter

TABLE III

Dimensions for 3/4-10, Class 2, External (Bolt) Threads
All dimensions are inches

H11or Diamter Pitch Dianeter
Plating Thickness Max. Mini. Max. Min.

0 .7500 .7372 .6850 .6786
.0005 .7490 .7362 .6830 .6766
.0010 .7480 .7352 .10810 .6746
.0020 .7460 .7332 .6770 .6706
.0030 .7440 .7312 .6730 .6666

Internal thread is .6914/.6850 pitch diamter
.6553i.6417 minor diameter

TABLE IV

Dimensions for 1-8, Class 2, External (Bolt) Threads
All dimensions are inches

I Malor Diameter Pitch Diameter
Platinit Thickness Max. Mini. Max. Min.

0 1.000 .9848 .9188 .9112
.0005 .9990 .9838 .9168 .9092
.0010 .9980 .9828 .9148 .9072
.0020 .9960 .9808 .9108 .9032
.0030 .9940 .9788 .9068 .8992

Internal thread is .9264/.9188 pitch diamester
.87951.8647 minor diamieter

L
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TABLE V

Effect of 1/2-13 Thread Dimensions on Shear Area

Diameter, in. Shear Areas, square inches
External . iD-L.. - .25 .7-L.E. - .375 ID-L.E. - .500

Major P.D. Int. A Ext. A Int. A Ext. A Int. A Ext. A

.5000 .4500 .328 .221 .492 .332 .656 .443

.4990 .4480 .325 .216 .487 .325 .649 .433

.4980 .4460 .321 .211 .482 .317 .642 .423

.4960 .4420 .314 .201 .471 .302 .628 .402

.4940 .4380 .307 .191 .460 .287 .613 .382

.4896 .4448 .291 .208 .437 .312 .583 .417

.4886 .4428 .288 .203 .432 .305 .576 .406

.4876 .4408 .284 .198 .426 .297 .569 .396

.4856 .4368 .277 .188 .416 .282 .555 .376

.4836 .4328 .271 .178 .406 .267 .542 .356

Notes:

1. P. D. means pitch diameter
2. L. E. means length of engagement
3. Internal thread at mxium condition, i.e. P.D. - .4552,

minor - .4290

I__
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TABLE VI

Effect of 3/4-10 Thread Dimensions on Shear Area

Diameter, in. Shear Areas,- Suare inches
Excternal .5D-L.E. -. 375 .75D-L.E. -. 563 ID-L.E. -. 75

Major P.D. Int. A Ext. A Int. A Ext. A Int. A Ext. A

.7500 .6850 .740 .518 1.111 .778 1.481 1.036

.7490 .6830 .734 .509 1.102 .764 1.468 1.019

.7480 .6810 .728 .500 1.093 .751 1.456 1.001

.7460 .6770 .716 .483 1.075 .724 1.432 .965

.7440 .6730 .704 .465 1.057 .698 1.408 .929

.7372 .6786 .664 .489 .996 .735 1.327 .979

.7362 .6766 .658 .481 .987 .722 1.315 .961

.7352 .6746 .652 .472 .979 .708 1.303 .943

.7332 .6706 .640 .454 .961 .681 1.280 .908

.7312 .6666 .628 .436 .943 .655 1.257 .872

Notes:

1. P. D. means pitch diameter
2. L. E. means length of engagement
3. Internal thread at maximuim condition, I.e. P.D. -. 6914,

minor =.6553
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TABLE VII

Effect of 1-8 Thread Dimensions on Shear Area

Diameter, in. Shear Areas, square inches

External .5D-L.E. - .5 .75D-L.E. - .75 1D-L.E. = 1.00

maor P.D. Int. A Ext. A Int. A Ext. A Int. A Ext. A

1.000 .9188 1.319 .941 1.978 1.412 2.638 1.882

.9990 .9168 1.310 .928 1.966 1.393 2.621 1.857

.9980 .9148 1.302 .916 1.953 1.374 2.604 1.831

.9960 .9108 1.285 .890 1.927 1.335 2.569 1.781

.9940 .9068 1.268 .865 1.902 1.297 2.536 1.730

.9848 .9112 1.190 .893 1.785 1.339 2.381 1.786

.9838 .9092 1.182 .880 1.773 1.320 2.364 1.760

.9828 .9072 1.174 .867 1.761 1.301 2.347 1.735

.9808 .9032 1.157 .842 1.735 1.263 2.314 1.684

.9788 .8992 1.141 .816 1.711 1.224 2.281 1.632

Notes:

1. P. D. means pitch diameter
2. L. E. means length of engagement
3. Internal thread at maxim= condition, i.e. P.D. - .9264,

minor .8795

L _
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TABLE VIII

Maximum Percent Shear Area Loss as a Function of Plating Thickness

Nut Plating
Thickness Bolt Plating Thickness, Milo

Mile 0 .5 1 2 3

0 0 8.2 10.5 15.0 - 19.5

.5 12.2 20.4 22.7 27.2 31.7

1/2-13 1 13.4 21.6 23.9 28.4 32.9
Thread 2 15.4 23.6 25.9 30.4 34.9

3 17.4 25.6 27.9 32.4 36.9

0 0 7.2 9.0 12.4 15.9
.5 11.1 18.2 20.0 23.4 26.9

3/4-10 1 12.0 19.1 20.9 24.3 27.8
Thread 2 13,5 20.7 22.5 25.9 29.4

3 15.2 22.3 21t.l 27.5 31.0

0 0 6.5 7.8 10.5 13.3
.5 10.4 16.9 18.2 20.9 23.7

1-8 1 11.0 17.5 18.8 21.5 24.3
Thread 2 12.2 18.7 20.0 22.7 25.5

3 13.5 20.0 21.3 24.0 26.8

L_
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TABLE IX

Low Temperature Screening Program Coatings

No. Coating

1. Electroplated aluminum (0.5 mil)
2. Flame sprayed aluminum (Not tested)
3. Xenoclad aluminum (0.5 mil)
4. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.5 mil) + Nylon 11
5. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.2 - 0.4 min)
6. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.5 mil min.)
7. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.2 - 0.4 mil) + Teflon
8. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.5 mil min.) + Polysulfide sealant
9. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.5 mil min.) + soluble chromate

10. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.2 mil) + electroplated cyanide
zinc (0.3 mil)

11. Coricone 800
12. Diffused nickel-cadmium
13. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.1 mil) + electroplated cyanide

cadmium (0.4 mil)
14. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.1 mil) + electroplated aluminum

(0.4 mil)
15. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.1 mil) + Xenoclad aluminum I:

(0.4 mil)
16. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.2 mil) + electroplated cyanide

zinc (0.3 mil)
,7. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.5 mil)
18. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.2 mil) + SermeTel W per AMS 2506
19. SermeTel W per AMS 2506
20. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.1 mil) + SermeTel 554
21. Urethabond U-100 over U-107
22. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.2 - 0.4 mil)
23. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.2 - 0.4 mil) + Teflon
24. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.5 mil min.)
25. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.2 mil) + electroplated cyanide cadmium

(0.3 mil)
26. Mechanically plated tin-cadmium

JI

L 1
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TABLE X

Long-Term Low Temperature Coating Systems

No. Coating System

I. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.3 to 0.5 mil) + iridescent
dichromate

2. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.5 mil min.) + iridescent dichromate

3. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.5 mil min.) + Iridescent dichromate
+ PRC 1436G polysulfide sealant under head and on threads

4. Electroplated cyanide cadmium (0.2 mil) + electroplated cyanide zinc
(0.3 mil) + dichromate

5. Electroless nickel (0.6 mil)

6. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.3 to 0.5 mil)

7. Diffused nickel-cadmium per AMS 2416

8. SermeTel W per AMS 2506

9. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.3 to 0.5 mil) + dichromate

10. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.5 mil min.) + dichromate

11. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.5 mil min.) + dichromate + PRC-1436G
polysulfide sealant underhead and on threads

12. Electroplated cyanide zinc (0.2 mil) + electroplated cyanide cadmium
(0.3 mil) + iridescent dichromate

II
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TABLE XI

Long Term Low Temperature Conditions

Daily

I. Heat, I hour with cycle consisting of: hot air blast (400*F).
duration 15 seconds; marine atmosphere 2 minutes, 45 seconds.
Twenty cycles per hour.

2. Acidified seawater spray - 5 minutes (8% by Vt. sulfurous acid).

3. Seawater immersion - 2 hours.

4. Marine atmosphere - 20 hours, 55 minutes.

Weekly

1. Using paint brush, all samples wet down with the following:

a. lube oil (automotive grade)
b. hydraulic (catapult) - MIL-H-22072A
c. Aircraft cleaning solution - 50% MIL-C-43616, 50" MIL-C-25679

2. Scrub down with'detergent mixture - 5% detergent, Type II, 95Z JP-5.
Simulates procedures described in NAVSRIPS Technical Manual, Chapter
9140, 22 June 66, "Cleaning Method A".

Continue cycle for 9 months.

L-
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TABLE XII

High Temperature Screening Program Coat ings

No.* Coat ing

1. Electroplated aluminum (0.5 tnil)

2. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.1 mil) + electroplated
aluminum (0.4 mil)

3. Diffused nickel-cadmium

4. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.5 mil)

5. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.1 mil) + SermeTel 554

6. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (0.1 oil) + SermeTel W

7. SerineTel W

8. Inconel 718 studs and nuts

Note: A second test was run with all steel cylinders coated by NAEC
with the Metco 120 system of wire sprayed aluminum
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TABLE XIII

Long-Term High Temperature Coating Systems

No. Coating System
1. Bare studs and nuts

2. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (.0004 inches thick)

3. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (.0007 inches thick)

4. Diffused nickel-cadmium per AMS 2416

5. Electroless nickel (.0004 inches thick)

6. Electroless nickel t.O007 inches thick)

7. Electroplated sulfamate nickel (.0003 inches thick) and SermeTel W

8. SermeTel W per A1' 2506

9. SermeTel W (.0004 to .0007 inches thick) cured at 650*F - 15 mn.
and 1000*F - 1.5 hours

10. Inconel 718 alloy studs and nuts

Note: All threaded surfaces coated with MIL-L-46010 (HR),dry film
lubricant

U,
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TABLE XIV

Long Term High Temperature Conditions

1. Specimens mounted in test capsules simulating launch valve insulation
procedures.

2. Monday - inject 500 ml. solution into each specimen. Solution
contains: 857. seawater solution of 2% salinity (deionized water
diluted), 57. hydraulic fluid (MIL-H-22072A), 57. aircraft cleaning
solution (507. MIL-C-43616, 507. MIL-C-25679), 57. deck washdown solution
5. detergent Type II, 957. JP-5).

3. Monday Noon: Turn on heaters, set to approx. 150°F.

4. Monday 5 P.M.: Increase temperature to approx. 300'F.

5. Tuesday 4 P.M.: Increase temperature to approx. 450°F.

6. Wednesday 4 P.M.: Increase temperature to approx. 600°F.

7. Thursday 4 P.M.: Increase temperature to approx. 700°F.

8. Friday 4 P.M.: Turn off heaters until Monday.

9. Contime cycle for 9 months.

L I
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TABLE XV

Exposure Rack Coating Systems

1. Bare

2. Diffused Nickel-Cadmium

3. Electroplated Sulfamate Nickel (0.7 mil)

4. Electroless Nickel (0.4 mil)

5. Electroplated Sulfamate Nickel (0.4 mil)

6. Inconel 718

Note: All threaded areas coated with inhibited dry film lubricant

Sands trom 9A
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TABLE XVI

Metal Sprayed Coatings

Code Description

A Aluminum (wire spray)
AM* Atuminum and molybdenum wire spray - simultaneously sprayed
AMP* Aluminum powder and Multiphase MP35N powder 1:1 mixture
AT Aluminum powder and titanium powder 1:1 mixture
MP Multiphase MP35N (powder)
NA Nickel Aluminide base coat and aluminum top coat
T Titanium
Z Zinc (wire spray)
ZA Zinc and aluminum wire spray - simultaneously sprayed

Processing Instructions:

1. Coat 5 each of the 1/2 inch cotrse and fine fasLeners with the
coatings above to a total thickness not to exceed .002 inches. Two
each (coarse and fine thread) of items marked * are to be heated
to 1000°F for one hour subsequent to coaling and identified by
coating lower 1/4 inch of threaded area with zinc chromate primer.

2. Coat 5 each of the 1/2 inch coarse and fine fasteners with the
coatings above to a minimum thickness ef .003 inches and a
maximum of .004 inches.

3. Coat. four 1 inch dia. bolts with above coatings to max. thickness
of .002 inches. Heat treat and identify 2 e.ch of the items
marked with *.

4. Coat four I inch dia. bolts with above coatings to min. thickness of
.002 inches and max. thickness of .003 inches.

5. Grit blast all over to white metal before coating.

| L
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TABLE XVII

LAm TUmperature Screeoning Test Rosuits

Upxtin Steel Ntela

Re.~bi I 16m eahsfower Plating vlaiblo lomr Plating visible lower
El9,troplsted Aluinm half lack @1 threds. bell inch .1threads, halt fork of threade.

Rats.rusy.Recess rusty. Recess rusty.
Ar:.. ser slot rusty. &too near @lot tsty. Area moor *let rusty.

RutF 1. 0. and so attack. os attack.
biJ eriug fae except
for fillet besileg

fl 1 Treads rusty. Thred slibittly Threas nasty.
_____nasty.

NOm. Spray Aimastrama Not tested. out tooted. Not teoted.

sj~ et tested. Not tested. met tested.

N~ ot teoted. a"t ated. net tooted.

ylaenasI Dompolrtou Plating I ler iri visible lower Plating visIleo lnwr
Aluimshalt lath of threads. haall inch of threads, heIt lach of threads .

Rivetulder of area Reamlmer of ares moeaslmadr of aea
V rnsty. nsaty, rusty.

rr]J1 U-1e surlame me attack. No attack.
totallIy rusty.

Threads ruety. ibreadm slightly Threads alslatir
nasty, nasty.

we. 4
Cadmium + Pyles [3 Rusty to recess under Rusty Io reces under Rusty head O.D. Mod

head sand aea near slot, head and laser thread. recess.
"ylon litts. pylon lifting. Pyles lifting.

Duhsty 1.3. and haring Me stsee. me atteeh.

lfee except tsr fillet

[U] Tresdo Clem. Thread" Clem. Thratods clse.

L
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TABLE XVII -(Continued)

Uppr gushing material
C.A tinsst ailess Steel anylenee Brana

Re. S
Cadnium, 0.2 - 0.4 all Platini visible lowr Platies visle Irf PlatliW vilie lower

hf inch of thread , half inch of threads. half inch. slight
Very aItahtly ruoty Ruat evident in elot ruating elsewhere.
orn tas side; area, under bead and

Ret atp stackea t faeces@.

• * Znar eurface . No attack. we attack.
totally rusty.

Threads very slightly Threade ctreoely Threode etremly
rusty. rusty. rusty.

no. 6
Cadmium, 0.5 il OLD. Platins visible lower Plating visible lower Pitils visible lower

halt inch of threads, half inch of threads. "tf inch of threde
tRusty elsewere. but below fillet, end sod fillet.

not heavy. re@@oe botteo. Socee bottas ruaty.
light rat on heed.

Inner surfce totally so attack. no attack.
rusty.

Threads apper dirty Threads appear dirty Threads rally .

I but not ruaty. but eot rusty.

Me. 7
Cadmtm + Teflon Teflon flaking off. Teflon not evident Teflon evident Only

no cadmium evident except so" is fillet lever half tLch of
beneath except on awd on lower half throeds.
lower half inch of inch of threads. Slightly rusty
threade. Slightly rusty elseswere.
Rusting light. elsewhere.

Inner surface rusty No attack. me attack.
fcept fillet

Cros.

Threads clean. Threods r sty. Threads rusted
estensvly

me. S
Csdetum , Sealant r-1 Plating visible lover Plating visible lowei elating visible lover

half inch of threads, half inch of threads, half Inch of throads
Rusty olsehe e ot Rusty elewhsere. set and below fillet.
heavy, heary. Scale i recess.

Inner surface rusty No attack. so attack.
except for bearing
U e. sad bel fillet.

Threads enceptionally Threade r ut covered Threads rely.

10 clee. but met attacked.

bllk.,L
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TABLE XVII -(Continued)

llper bahta H~ater ltt
rs~A.~sstailess steel

Cedat.u. Soluble No Rt tested. Nost area rusty. P1.11mg intact lower
Chromate casting scrap"d Olf hall iath of thread.

*lower threads leaving Rusty recess. top of

cadmium Lattest. hee d $ lot area.

IYIII not tested. l. attack. go attack.

_____________ ~N ot tested. T1hreads rusty. Thraod. very resty.

hal inch of threads threads. @let ares.
e~nd a ihiune owe ltngiic ntigdeltdi

IW O O sety. Reces s ruety.

lae uface rusty so attack. go attack.

%%ees to. hte depesic oft Otto deposit OR1i4]threads, threads.

C orle O06 j'--, C eal stripped sft nI toatiag stripped it testing stripped
aa threads S% ares, from threads, *owaes froo threads. stripped

rusty. peeliag as head crevice attack en under head where craeic
__ ~r eeb eed an &vowed attack oserved .

recess. Racsa ales emit
attack"d.

%Osa 7yrst 00 teaer ISO attack. Us attach.

rk ] Threas" rusty. Threads resty. Threads rusty.

01iIf.eed UltceI-Cadai~a Light iunt almost Usavy, rust 'brosch Light rust only to
noo-osstat. bottom and near @lot. &lat aksz. and leess.

Retess edge attached.

FjJ Internal area rusty. Na attach. we attack.

Threads slightly Threads lusty. "hread@ lightly

F[-1j lusty. rusted.

Miis *emeum Pleating intact lowesr PlatIng intact lower PMatilng intact lower
S half inch of threeda. halfe inch*ef threed. half Iach of threads.

Slot srea lI ghtly Flilt ares shtly' rusty *lot area, recess
nasty, rusty. &, tsp of head attached.
Rusty under head sad %*cae rusty.

Inner suarface rusty Re tak f tak
oeep t fer fillet aea.

[j]Threads slightly rosty. Threede slightly rusty. Thereda slightly nasty.
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TABLE XVII -(Continued)

upper Bushing Material

No. 14bec otIRSandI

Nick l tictwrpleted coatintg intact all over. Coating Intact*.bec oti sandi

Aloln'Slightly rusbty 15t Vetes ruety. slt area. breech

Aluminen threadS eek*d slightly an
anedgerad-.41o more os halt=e.

1i--2J Innear -urfece rusty. Slgh crvcen attack.

F'j Threads sligaitly Threade slighatly Threads slightly

j j ut. rusty. rusty. m T

Mr! + Thernal Iht.. intact Ot crevice atakuder ceiag oerhl

Decomposition Alumlaw fvr head edge. Ureath tech of threads. 0.K.
Rust stats. but as bottom aeld edgebeycltar
atack. Attach head SOgS recess

e4gP, broach bottom.

rT Imer surface rusty. 15o Attach. no attack.

Threads rusty. Threads very rusty. flareeda fusty.

go. 16
Nickel l in inng iebeler coating visible tome msaty slot area.

IJ halit inch of threads, halt imech of threads. teogsrea
l uety slot. under bad Rusty sload
md recess. recess.

tnreat surface rsty. ma attack. so attack .

Threeds elightly Thread. slightly Threads rusty.

mickel. 0.3 oil -is guststains. Slight attack *et Insignificant attach

Neglible attack. ara, heavy attack, except fer recess
recess bottom. bottom.

L J Inner surface $tight crevice no attach.
comapletely rusty. ettack.

Threads rusty. Threads rusty. Threads funty.

"ickel *SermesIo U F lusty recess sad lust; recess e"d lusty to-tot and
a: elot area. slot area. slot area. attacked

under heed end edge
II etreesaS.

Inner Surface rusty *0asttest s ttck

SJ except for fIle

IT1 Threeda fusty. Three"a lel y he&fsy
L~J l"sty.
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Upper esahleg material
Col t~jstatless qjIEI Mmmaeest S1is.

Serwue 11 Costlaqg Intact iaur Thread reettmq intact. Thread costieg select.
bel Inch of threeda. Attach wder haad with Attack mander head#
Pooig oerr eligtip. real bloodtme. receme aide and edge.

Rant 1 mg h aile lack Recess side a" adge
ofthreads. attack"d.

rugty.Chpiga
head.

Rusty ~ iner sur face so attach. lb otte.

P I Threads very l ightly Threads slightly 1threado rusty.

ae. 20
SermeTel SS4 Rus~t elate. sm three". Thraade niet etaiaed. CostIe 0.K. lwr

* eese. rusty. attach wad" bead. half lack. raCOae edoe
recess edg.0 ma hettes attack"d.

=apt "ee fillet

[1] Threae" eliotly Thread" rusty. Threade claim.

M.21
Urathoehed Rt' uty lec. fillet. coolies intact as 951 Ceatieg intact as

racess. of threaded area, thread area varept
*Lifting am head. ter gist area.

Recess reaty. Recess edge a
hettem attached.

In lner surface a attach. Ma attach.

1 Th edes ruetyr. Thread very Thread. slightly
slightly rusp.rety.

me. 2
lior. 0.3 0.4 all Rus Nty slt sod Rusty @let adSusty *let OWd

r*cae a re". recess aress. reces 01400.

I er@tiesac e Maettach. Mae attach.
Is IF rsttap

U] Thread@ tem. Thbreede cless. Thread. elightlyp

Luty
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TABLE XVII -(Continued)

upper Rushing lf~il
!-ft so Itilsmasee

go. 13

musty Ine srfae ms attork. 1b attack.

Three:" slightly Three"a wary ruot. Threads *140917

Me. 24
Zs;., 0.5 sit a1.1-ISvsbelvt Paig10beI" 161 ll ne

bal lah of thre"d bell inch of thread hall Inch of threads
adfillet am&*. ad fillat are4. OWfillet are. &ot
Lgt rust an threads Vat In l a ot am 4r4 ia *let ar"a and heemy

wr haior aegis Is b"a, is rocess bottm to me*@ hsttem.

exep ter fillet u t~

us.hreeod liotly Threeda very clean. Three&a rusty.

Zio Cdemi Patnglatet Inte Plstim# Intact lar Plating Intact loftj Rusty slot ele. Rsty slot orea. Smaty slot area.
reess. fillet. roems. fillet slightly Tem" fillet wce

sef e usy rust. rusty.

Ine aeks7 s attach. so itth.

wI7 e ps t for fillet

Threads lat. Threada clse. Three"s ruoty.

'.s-Caduase Plating lotact lover fata Intact lowe -Plating latoet lnwr
half lath of threads. bolt isrh of throb halt inchb of threae".
Rusty slot. aea Rusty sl. 'er t a7 or".

rocooa. fillet. recess. fillet. race"o. fillet.

laaasurmOn attach, as sitath.

IJI Threads rusty. i r uso oty. Threads rsy
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TABLE XVIII

Low Temperature Long Term Salt Spray Test Results

Upper iI ,e Hot ,- ln

, ti~el Sin Inlese S trlI

ig.t;, tyRo ldnnaenese Ironic !

I ...Isd and drive run.v, liend end drive rusety. HeAd and drive runty.

M IIndrrhead uety. Und, vrhen rusty. Underheed rusty.

.1 LO .5 li Ahte corroelon White .fcrrolon Wlte corroeion
*hfrOmste products an threads, producto on theadre products am threads.

Rusty. Rust stnivred. lust stained.

Rust. Ruty.Rusty.

No. 2r- Hand end drive rusty. Head end drive rusty. Head and drive rusty.

(edsium LIT
1  

Inderheed rusty. Underheed rusty. Underhead rusty.
O.SmS!lfWh ite corrosion Whit* corroson Whit*e corrosion

* chromale products on threads, products on threade. prodacta on threads.

U- J Rusty. Rust stained. lust stained.

[ L Slightly rusty. Slightly rusty. Slightly rusty.

No. 3 (--- Head and drive rusty. Heed and drive rusty. Need and drive rusty.

Celu. Und erhoed clean. Underheed clean. Underhead clean.

0.5 nl .le. Threads clean. Threada clean.
* ch roieats

+ poyoufide

sealant Rusty. Clean. Clean.

Very slightly rusty, Clean. Very slightly rusty.

No. 4 Head and drive rusty. Head and drive slightly Head end dr * rusty.

Cad-iu rusty.

0.2 .11 Iderhead rusty. Underbead slightly rusty. UndeThead rusty.

'Zinc White Cerroston White corroelon White corrosion

0.3 all products on threads. product* on threads. products on threads.

* chromate

Rusty. White corrosion products. Rust stains and white

icorrosion products.

m White corrosion White corrosion products. Whie corrosion products

products ow threads. end slLghtly rusty.

~o. S Iead And drive very Head and drive pitted. Head and drive severely

Nickel , slightly attacked, attacked.

electroles E Underhead clean. Uoderhead attacked. Underheed clean.

0.6 sit Threads very slightly Threads clean. Threads clean.

attacked.

lusty. luo stained. Rust stained.

- R lusty. lusty. lusty.

I .... ... ...L l I .. . . . . . .-'. .. l .... .
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TABLE XVIII -(Continued)

1.,-~ TeAr,.r IV-n Ic. -it Spray lost I.eults

tUpper Plate iHetef l.

scterI Stainless Stoel
30 lia eannee lg

h, e, ltv. bottoar pitted. Head end driye si~stly Head and drive severel'

f * glkoiti.d e Ott- ked.
ci I tpI.d Undvrheod tdesn. Ilt ataed Und~rbotea ioee.

0.3 to, 0.5 vi t hireads dloae. Thread clean. Thyeeds c eerm.

ft.at'. must stained. musat staeimed.

fj:] Rusty. &May.Sury.

N-. I Head and drive clean. Hood clean, drive attocked. Hoad and drive otterked.
Ni t.1 -~ detu.. Ikderhead deeAm. Underheadc clean. Pnderheadl ciee
ditfc.sed Threads cleam. Threa"a cec. lhr*44e nsec.

Ri usty. Rust etatnadil. Rust etained.

No. 8 Ne..d lean. drive Heod and drive attacked. Need fwn drive attacked.

Soree c's T.1 1 ottacked alfightily
01.4 to 0.7 til lUnderhead close. Underhead cloee. ijadorheed 1020.

Li Threads deem., Threads clean. Threads attackerd.

L u J. . hea mut stained. Rust sainted.

RI] usty. Rusty. Rusty.

N-. 9 Nead and drive rusty. Heed snd drive rusty. Heed and drive rust..
Zin, Ihiderbeed rusty. Underhsed rusty. White corrosion products
0.3 1,n5 .ii White rorroelon White Lotroelon moderbead and am threada.
- chr.,eto productsanot threads. products en threada.

Rusty. Rust stained. Rest stained.

Whtite corrosive Whit# corrosion W~hite corrosion
product. products. products.

N.,. 10 Heed and drive rusty. Heed end driver rusty. Heved and drive rust,..

?Inc [ hiute corrosion Wihite corrosonc Wdhite corrosion product*

1.5 .i1 ,vIn. products undleritead producti arnerhead unsitrhead end on
*chromate end on threads. smd on threads. threads.

RI) usty. lust stained, lusk saeied.

LD
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TABLE XVIII -(Continued)

1-'.ie,,. Long Tern Solt Spr..n 1bat Priulto

Upper Plate Motprial

Nt-l s tainless Steel
tmt ,--- 30'. - antoes Prongs

~i d ikl nd drive rusty. Head and drive rusty. Mend a.ndI .uive, rusty.
lnUnderhe.-A n.aty. Underhead tlean. Underhe-d clean. I

~I nnThreads cle.an. Threads leann. Threads clean.

t ,L'olI de
Rusty. lust stained. Rust stained.

IHI lh.As clean. Threads le~an. Threads c lea..

h-.. 12 Hea.d and 'rive rusty. Head and drive rusty. Read and drive ruaty.
'ini lindeybhstd rusty. Uadorhead rusty. Joderhead rusty.

0.2 .11 White cor rasion White corrosion White corrosion
* radwium products on threads, products on threads, products on threads.
0.3 .11i
*chrmte f-_ 111 Rusty. Rust stained. Rust stained.

Wits corrosion White corrosion White corrosion[Ia d tie products. products.
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P S A Y I I ~ i ST A B L E X I X '
Long Term Low Temperature Test Results - 2 1/2 lMonths

upper Place Material

Steel Statutea Steal

Po. I Cray colored bolt Corny colored bolt heads. Gray colored belt heads
Cadmium heads good protectem with am ,et spet.
0.3 to 0.5 al &rowed heeds due to
- chromate sacrificial actio.

No. 2 Gray colored bolt lhtte corrosie bUsty stored belt
Cadmium heeds. good protection products so bead. head edge.
0.5 oil aima. aroomd beads due to

chramate sacrificial action.

go. 3 Cray colored bolt White coreesion Rty sroed belt
Cadmium beads good protectioe products bead. bead edge.
0.5 pil am. aroun4 heads due to
+ chromaste sacrificial actie
+ polysultide "eal-.t

NO. 4 Gray colored belt Gray colored bolt ged rusty an top,
Cadmium heria. Lightly heed - clem in recess ad
0.2 oil SIm. rusteis. appearamce. armnd edge.
+ time

0.3 mi 4 chromate

so. S Bad stained with ruet. lust eround bead Rusty all a..
Nickel recess lightly rusted, and is recess.
electroless me sacrificiel
0.6 aill protectio fi oteel

block.

Na. 6 eod statned vc at. Rust staine a m bead Resty around head
Nickel and ia race"a. ed is recess.
electroplated

0.3 co 0.3 nll

Pa. 7 Rust stained arend aust stained aromd Rust stained voWsad
Nickel-cadmium, b bead and in recess, heed is recess, heed sad to recces.
diffused bolt black colored. bolt black colored. Salt black colored.

No. I Rust speckled all Rusty recess bottom. Rusty all over.
SrueTel V ever heed. s
0.4 to 0.7 Oil sacrificial protection

of steel block.

No. 9 Seme 'Alto corrosiom white Cotroeton pfaducta Rusty recess bottom.
Zinc product In recess, on head and is recess.
0.3 to 0.5 all batter th:owtng paer
+ chromete protection around

bolt than codlmium.

me. 10 hite corroee Whit* corroson products Rusty recess bottom.
Zinc products in recess, on head sa ie recss.
0.5 lit m'. latter threOig pwer
+ chrmate protectiom aroand bolt

than cadmium.

NO. 11 So %iIte corroeio White correslem preducts Rusty recess bottom.
Zinc prodct to recess. ss head end i recess.
0.3 ll itl. btter threema power
+ chrasete protectien eroed bolt
* pelyalfide sealeat them cadium.

Us. 12 Gold laeer pestle Very ged origiali sold Almoet all block
Linc 0.2 all leaving black outers apearae With emall black eppIeerq entept to
Scad im 0.3 oil belao. l11hroig pIner blck speoe ta ceces. recess.
4 chsromate protect fe "a" a1 Gee

LS .Pure elm.
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TABLE XX

Long Term Low Temperature Test Results -4 1/2 months
lyrper Plate ?Intel 1.

Steel .St.ileam Nteel

No Il li .il ifie ovi.t Not em,, 1101Y plo~bt lilm IIAll Ond reca's.a rutv
IInu '11 14 ..mv1 lt I I g vain I huIng pni-litno .. ' -ieii indpritradi i.,f So~
I, . ItI,. eI o, tlen.I. Run I volvit,'rlhrse l*nn. p.IIX milli on tlifreade.

+ III "s,. Le itnt, r hrnd *. rnede Ili'eAded holeI, clean
hole Cler, .on.ntrr- I ounterbore black.
burv slightly rusty.

No. 2 H~ead And drive rusty. Recess rus0ty, piating Head And drive rusty.
Cadml,m Some, lplatlag remaining present on threads. Underhead black. 5 om@
0.5 nil mwin. on threa. Threaded Counterbore and plating remaining or, threads.
+ riromate hole clean, counter- threaded hole clean. Counterhure black, threaded'

bore ruaty. hole clean.

No, I Recess very slightly Ig1htly rusty recess, Rusty drive And head, black
Cadmium, rutty. head gray. gray btead, sealant under head~threade clean.
0.5 mill min. sealant intact under Intact under head. Black counterbore,
-+ chromsate head. threads clean, threads clean. Counter- Threaded hole clean.
+ polyaulfldo Counterbore clean, bore clean, threaded
saant threaded hole clean, hole clean.

No. 4 Recess slightly ruatv, Recess and head gray. Head and recesa rusty.
Cadmium head gray. Slght white Solme white corros ion Underhemd rusty. White
M1. mil min. corrosion product@ on producta on threads. corrosion products on threads.

+ ginc threada. Underhiadl Counterbore and threaded Counterbore rusty. Threadotd
0.3 mil slightly corroded. hole clean with some hole clean with soMW white
+ chromsate Counterbore and threaded white corroaion products corrosion products.

hole clean with some on threadst.
white corrosion products.

No. 5 Head and recess rusty. Head and recess ruaty Head and recess rusty.
Nickel Corroeion products on Blick products on black products on thresds,
electroless threads. Countorbore threads. Counterboret counteirbore anid in threaded
0.6 mi1 rusty. Threaded hole and threaded hole black, hao.

slightly rusty.

No. 6 Recess rusty and also Recess and around head Reces* and around head j
Nickel around head. Threads rusty. Thread* black, rusty. Threads siightlyJ.
electroplated black, counterbore rusty. counterbore, rusty. black. Countcerbore rusty, 
0.3 to 0.5 sil Threaded hao slightly threaded hole black, threaded hole ali ghtiy raty.

rusty.

No. 7 fiead and drive rusty, Recess rusty, head and Hand and thread# rusty,
Nickei-cadmium. threads black, counter- threads black. Counter- threads black. Counterhore
diffused bore and threaded hao bore clean, threaded rusty, threaded hole black.

black, hole black.

No. 8 Recess a lightly ru , ty. Recess and around head Read and recess rusty,. threads
SermeTel Wd also around head. Threads and threads black, black. Counterbore rusty,
0.4 to 0.7 nil b~lack. counterbore and Counterbore clean, threaded hole black.

threaded hole rusty and threaded hole black.
black.

s..1Head and recessI rusty. Recess And around head Recta$ and head rusty.
Some plating remaining, rusty, threads black. Tilteads slightly rusty with

0.) to 0.5 oil Threads dark gray, Counterbore rust stained, white corrosion products.
+ chrom~ate Counterbore rusty, Thretaded hole light gray Counterbore rust atained and

threaded halt clean, with white corrosion threaded hole light gray with
products, white corrosion products.

No. 10 Head and recess rusty, Recess and around head Head and receas rustv.
Zinc white corrosion products rusty. White corrosion Threads hlightly rusty
0.5 nil mill on thread. Co-ntorborv products on threads. with white and Mlack
+ chromate slightly rusty. Threaded Counterbore ruat stained corrosion products present.

hao clean but white, and threaded hole white. Counterbr. stained red hut
threaded hao white.

No. It Head and recesa rusty Recess and arounA head Become and hand rust.
zinc Underhand and threads rusty. Undlerhead and Threads clean, counterbore
0.5 all mwin clean, Counterbora threads clean, counter- rusty, threaded hole clean.
I, chromare rusty. ITraded hole bore stained, threaded
+ pulyeoulfide clean, hole clean.
osslant

No, 12 Raes*@ and around hoad Recess and around head flead and recess rusty,
Zinc 0.2 Mil slightly discolored, alightly discolored. Threads clean but stained,
+ cadmium Thread$ have plenty of Threads clean, plating Counkerbor. rust stained,
0.3 nil plating present. Counter- peeling sm threads. thesaded hole clean but
+ c hr Mate boreV clean, threaded hole Couliteebore and threaded aray.JLcles but slightly stay, hole else", latter grey.
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long Term low Tooperetiore Toot Results - 7 Months

Steelainless r Plate Material

Catl& O Manganese Dronare

so. I Head rusty and flaking. sead and recess rusty, Reed flaking and recea#
Cadmium recess rusty, threads black. threads black. point rusty. r"Sty, threads black except
0.3 to 0.5 oil point rusty. T1hreade* hole T1hreaded bole gray but under head, point rusty
- chromate black but not rusty, clean. coueterbore ruat Threaded hole gray but clean,

cousterbore rusty. stained. counterbore ruat stained.

Io 2
Ca8u51Uead rusty and flaking. good and recess rusty, Heed anid receas rusty Srd
0.S oil all, recss cuety, threads black, thread@ block, Threaded flaking, threads black, except

*chroaato point rusty, Threaded hale hole gray but clse, counter- wnder head, Point rusty.
black but not ruaty. bere rust stained. Threaded hole gray but closh,
counterbore ruaty. hole rust stained.

No. 3 Reed sod rcress rusty, Slight rusting an recess loed ad recess rusty, threads
Cadolia threads black with am corners, white corrosion black, point rusty. Threaded
0.5 ail a coating still present. products under b-od and on hole has black corrosion
+ chromats Threaded hao ruaty, cop half Of threads@. point products, coutiterbare rust
- DOlyanifld* countarhvra rusty. rusty. Threaded hale have stained.
sealast white carme ten prduts,

comoterbers ruat stained.

Ne1.Ued and recess rusty lbaad recesa rusty, lead and recess rusty,
Cadmium with attack on top. Threads thrsadp black and slightly threads black, point rusty.
0.2 sit ala. black with white corroe ioo rusty, p01st lusty. Threaded Threaded hale rusty, counterbore
+ Zinc products is root. Thareaded bole rusty, coueterbewre stained.

0.3 ail bole rusty, countorbors luat stained.

chramote rusty.I
ISO. 5 Read and recess rusty. ed flaking badly, lead flaking, threads black
Nfickel Threads black, poit rusty. thre"d black, parint rusty. paint rusty. Thresa bole
electrole Tbreadled bole very gusty, Threaded hole dirty. corroded. comontarhare mat
0.6 Oil tmmncerbore black. senste be rest stained. stained.

No. 6 Sm plating on hed, lead rusty with sae plating Som plating ramaining on heed
Nickel remainder rusty, threads evident on top. Thads threads black, point rusty.
electroplated black, point 0K. Threaded black, poist clean. Threaded Threaded hole black but not
0 3 to 0.5 oil hole ery rusty, counter- bola rusty, cometerbowe rust rusty, causterhere rust

hors, ruety. stained. sained.

no. 7 Soni pleting on head. R ecess rusty,* threads Used etid recse uaty, threads
Ifickel-cadablum recess ruaty. Threada black. paint ruaty. black, paint rusty. Thraded
diffused black, poan rusty. Threaded hole black, hole black, cmanterbao rust

Thrsaded hole block, counatarbore slightly stained.
ceunterhore rusty. stained.

l~ 6Head end Ocrss rusty.* &*to$s rust stained, Lasd and recess rusty, threads
.erv*Toi W threads black, paint threads black, point black, paint rusty. Threaded
0 4 to 0.7 oil nasty. Threaded hao rusty, Threaded hole hole block, cminta.zoere no~t

rusty, ceonatoroe nasty. black, canetorhee stained.

no 9 Heed ad recess rusty, lead rusty and flaking, Reed rusty and flaking, threads
ztnc threads black, point rusty. thread rusty. Threaded rusty Th1readed hole gusty.
0.3 tC. 0.5 sit Threeded hole nasty. hole rusty, canate beat Cosateoref ruet stained.
+ chromats counterhore dirty. nost stained.

"a o INead and rtee' rusty, stand M recess rusty, Nead rusty and flaking, threads
Zinc threads bled. Three" threads slightly ruaty. block. Threaded hole gusty.
0.5 all win. hols sliobtly rusty, Threaded hole guaty. couatsrhorn rust etae"e.
- thrumsts count*rhora gusty. cotetr rnot stoind.

No 1 Head *ad recess flaking, fted ead recess rusty, Read ond recess flaking,
?Inc threads dirty, point gusty. threads block, point gusty, thread*sailver grey with em
0 5 all ala. Threaded hole rusty, Threaded hao slightly rust staining. Threaded hole
- chromate counterhore rusty. gusty, comterbere rust slightly ruaty, canterbere
+ pelysulfide stained. rust staimod.

Ito 12 Head and recess ruty, Mood mi recess slightly lead ad receas flaking,
time threads have white ceesern ty, threads bleak, threada black. 1% oadod boe
0.2 oil products. point rusty. peinft Nasty. "wre"d" block bet not very rusty,
# cadmium Threadad hale rusty, bole Makh, anuaerbae nagarhe avat stainew.
6.5 ail Comaterboee, suse. nost staied.
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Long -oe Low Tevupetural Test Results -9 Months

upper ?Ilare IKtertll

Sc. Istainless steel

me I ..e ad rec... corrod.d. a. Top Ci head tapered end a Wdodrcabdy

Thcead black coemoorkors flaking off, black orevoth rod. Thadblk
0 3 o 0 .11 and , h ad d It ruacy. -n a thread Counterhor. ostreo utsam

Chrmnc. PWad ,.,crod4. C:d plate dirty, thrad holf nasty b Wet frot.en In
cs..clr n o an frarc 2 ;-040d' b. 1m .. = "asi reatles on 7
Sm o, net fi,. threads. threads Even hsad down.
rIr'd:lt.drblack.. Countere Otherwise. *one as sbe..
and , hco.d Iche e rrety,

a F-. ad ,rcoal rvsty. Cad a. Rood end recaso nascy. Cad aNeed rusty PKatis@ r~wlIt.
4,sls pltocratlnt or irat tao tesing o 6 throea Io. on 7,thread I,:: beef dn

ilat alt cha . 0-amer soo:t throads. head down. Cousteare dir lty, Co.n oro ' al c' rmf

I ch, mat. Contcrhor. sod threadad hole threaded hole fusty. recd W~pas Stlz,

roaty.". 5ee setcecasrosay. Threead. thsded hole ruety.
b. Road and .ens.s -sty. Threads blach, " cs toer dirty, 4, Solt froms* to

%blach Counterbor. sod threwded, thtoad.d hole Olet7.
hol. black

He3a.Rad and rocoa rusty. Threads a. lusty head and coca.. a. lusty hoed and acres Black

Caslic C oonterbore rusty. u..ads testad eith sealant. threads sod unde, head Black

0.3 all1 etc throdod hots grety coar*There stainad, threads countarboe and thcreadod hol#
* chtmto b Road an -eces rust,. Threads dirty bet not tasty ecapt b. Rusty hoed sad tecs.s

pelyeltideh": arn nt c ousto- ador hoed to a few. specs. Soalant still - threads
.1ealt I., corroded %ra.'. cloan. b. Rutly h od rucoco. f0 Corat*cbere tcetoed threads

siffsitfic 4tdlfleteac. fron clean.
abo a- ap that aealaet
loeks a., ntsder heed.

160 - a. Rod and.,ta:os, coroded.l a. Moty hee d recees, white 1. Read and raceas sty.
Caet Tht.da . st Tcorroae corrosian pt*o seo threade Threats black adslightly
0,2 itll.O. producto Cou.t.tore every, adthreaded hole reaty. Threaded bale resty
'tin ctrad hol. has uhI%- b. Ruaty head and retee., .saty -b.te fares :: "ty Threads

0 3 *il ooIoi- product:., , thereads, threoad boa .lack blc C ot ber*eand threadedg

*. .hmt h d n rocess ceted ' Threads hale blot..
black sad - cy. Cosetabore
- ."t Thr~sdd hole black.

"aIo a Cotr,,oed ,sad and 6 reas &* a.usty head and rfee, black a. badly cart -d head, bhroad&
Hzckal nat and lnkhroods theads. bl..k coasterbete b hlr . t-e~beroa s"

olact~laoe lach ccnt..cresd hea Oadt'to-ca hole. theaded hole blac%,
0 6 all1 hot. b. Busty head aed rovoa., b. badly corroded bead, threads

ICorroded hed sadrec,, threada dirty sad Slightly dirty buit plst 105 letat
ot, trg tI on thread. fuaty. fTreded hole black. ThreOe'hle dtt

Stuins roecor a d black
arae hoindhedcat.tl

Cr6aHa tloc-a naac, 0. Rst stalned load, tcatle$ a-t~ehe.c astl
Nickela t tasntconrbec Isathraads black, Present. black thra.s ditty

alorr.plaod d kreddhol ruty.thradd hole hlock c *It,ore black thrad " laI

0Ito0 b l Sam as score b Sm as abe. b Sane as sbava.

Nc 7 p5 . *otsand hersy a taad harty rMes. 5. 41-d hoed. -. so abov

ht doun andt taradh hol holetC ad Sno

AoCa et head sad r-c-M, black a. Slib. nasty head aid recoe, a. Rastp hoed end feces*. black
":-o] .bred and threaded hole niety threads, block threaded threads, black threaded
07 t 7 .ll h Sm as ab-o bel.. hots.

b. Sam as abov b, Sam as ov..

We0 e 11 a -t coots belt a. Rasty bead sAodea black a. tasty head and rers l
11cc.cr threaded lola threadeso OW hreaded hote thread. Wo thre adedll

S oI 1 on a hve *eaat for a. Sam as obe b Sso s a.. end uhIt. Cr'oelaa
o hrat hlserao.paet prodtt so threads "nd to

an th-~do threade.d hots.

We t10 Rao-n head and recess. walls a, &.sty head and eacoss, "it.e a Rusty bead and ece. elIte
'to, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -L nowo~o prdr sd uto e aty products P,. threads, Corrosion, pr.tact on thread.

S aterr hreas smin theae hl threat.. hol. raa y th root Threae hl ho
P-:11ntoCot hed set race., nuac b .asty alI amr it teed hots b Cost, all avrer. t.rodedhol

rel.black treaded halo naot?. nasty

*r-head ad reces as,ty a OBesty ka04 sod rcess,. r'"t, a BuSty hoad and thread. rust,
-~~~~ In bess.rot oeere tead.. nasty threaded hole threaded ho

Bust,~~~~ hodatrrerao k bea hoe d reess*. rHsee b $ast, head,' rCem iesde, rleae
'Nt ...edod ".t0 ibrand.ane tbre dad hal. ..aterr

Wea est oa ed eya, 16it, a, ly beadod race., light s. Threaft lightstgry, 'Uo, %aed _____

a 3, tan, 5ra trd, am Re swey thread. me am bel.. -ftse, itsto gre aoerboto
ad :"heae ahl b osty beet mid veeeet , b loat? bass Wt en"e. blink toees"

5 tb gusty hand and weeaa. obies Mre. opeada ~ed ad o mtd Noea.

Lmi
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TABLE XXIII

Long Term High Temperature Test Results - 6 weeks

No. Coating Appearance

1. None Studs and nuts rusty, small number of rust
spots on panel.

2. Electroplated Nickel Nuts discolored, greenish deposit on studs.
0.4 mil Panel coating blistering around nuts.

3. Electroplated Nickel Nuts discolbred, greenish deposit on studs.
0.7 mil Panel coating blistering around nuts.

4. Diffused Ni-Cad Yellow-green color on studs and nuts.

Panel coating blistering around nuts.

5. Electroless Nickel Slight rusting on nut drive surfaces and stud
0.4 mil threads. Panel blistering around nuts.

6. Electroless Nickel Slight rusting on nut drive surfaces and stud
0.7 mil threads. Very slight blistering evident on

panel around nuts.

7. Electroplated Nickel Nut edges slightly attacked, stud threads have
+ SermeTel W yellow-green coating. Slight blistering on

panel around nut.

8. SermeTel W Slight blistering on panel around nuts. Dark
0.4 - 0.7 mil products on stud threads. Nuts look good.
375°F cure

9. SermeTel W Slight blistering of panel around nuts. Studs
650°F - 15 min. rusting on threads. Nut edges darker than faces.
IO00°F - 1 1/2 hr.

10. Inconel 718 stud Slight blistering of panel around nuts. White
Waspaloy nut product evident on stud end is probably remains

of dry film lubricant.

"L -i
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TABLE X(IV

Long Term High Temperature Test Results - 15 Weeks

No. Coating Appearance

1. None Studs and nuts rusty, severe rusting on sides
and end of plates, faces slightly rusty.

2. Electroplated Nickel Threads rusted slightly, rust stains on side
0.4 mil of plate, blistering around nuts.

3. Electroplated Nickel Slight rusting of threads and nut faces,
0.7 mil sides and end of block. Severe lifting of

coating around nuts.

4. Diffused Ni-Cad Stud ends and nuts rusty, severe rusting on
sides and end of block. Severe lifting of
coating around nuts.

5. Electroless Nickel Slight rust stains on sides and end of block.
0.4 mil Slightly rusty threads and nuts, slight

lifting around nuts.

6. Electroless Nickel Rust stains on sides and end of blo-k. Slight
0.7 mil rusting of nuts and threads. Slight liftzng

around nuts.

7. Electroplated Nickel Rust stains on sides and end of block. Slight
+ SermeTel W lifting around nuts.

8. SermeTel W Rust stains on side and end of blocks. Slight
0.4 - 0.7 mil rusting in threads, slight lifting around
375 0F cure nuts.

9. SermeTel W Slight rusting on nut faces, rust stains on
65G^F - L5 mins. side and end of blocks, slight lifting around
1000OF- 1 1/2 hr. nuts.

10. Inconel 718 Stud Excellent compatibiilty. Slight lifting or
Waspaloy Nut extrusion of aluminum coating under one nut.

L
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TABLE XXV

Long Term High Temperature Test Results - 9 Months

No. Coating Appearance

1. None Studs and nuts rusty, severe rusting on sides
and end of plates, faces rusting in locallized
areas.

2. Electroplated Nickel Small degree of rust in threads and on ends of
0.4 mil studs. Plate sides and ends rusty, coating

consumed around holes at end of plate, less
consumed around interior holes.

3. Electroplated Nickel Almost rust free threads, nuts rust free except
0.7 il for some on internal threads. Severe

depletion of aluminum coating on plate around
holes, rusting of sides and ends.

4. Diffused Ni-Cad Rusting on stud ends and nuts, sides and ends
of blocks. Coating consumed around holes at

end of plate.

5. Electroless Nickel Studs and nuts rusty, severe rusting of plate
0.4 mil sides and ends. Complete consummation of

coating around all holes.

6. Electroless Nickel Rusty studs and nuts, not as severe as above.
0.7 mil Rusting ends and sides of plate, coating

consumed around holes near end.

7. Electroplated Nickel Very slight rusting on studs and nuts, little
+ SermeTel W loss of coating around holes.

8. SermeTel W Rusting especially evident on threads of studs
0.4 - 0.7 mil and nuts as well as stud shank. Plate coating
375 0F cure attacked slightly around holes but rusty on

sides and endd.

9. SermeTel W Rusting especially evident on threads of studs
650'F - 15 min. and nuts as well as stud shank. Plate coating
IOOO°F - 1 1/2 hr. attacked slightly around holes but rusty on

sides and ends.

10. Inconel 718 Stud Slight discoloration of Inco 718 stud. Some
Waspaloy Nut hard to remove rust stains on nut. Depletion

of coating around som holes, sides and ends
rusty.

L -j
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TASLE XXVI

Breakaway Torques for 3/4-10 Studs and Nuts in Hi Temperature Test

Pane 1 Panel
& Stud Foot-Pounds Stud & Nut & Stud Foot-Pounds Stud & Nut
No.* Front Rear Coating System No.* Front Rear Coating System

1 - 1 425 100 6 - 1 225 100 Electroless
1 - 2 75 125 Bare 6 - 2 200 75 Nickel
1 - 3 400 225 6 - 3 100 50 0.0007"
1 - 4 375 150 6 - 4 250 50

2 - 1 325 175 Electroplated 7 - 1 450 300 Electroplated
2 - 2 375 125 Sulfamate 7 - 2 350 75 Sulfamate Nickel
2 - 3 250 150 Nickel 7 - 3 200 125 0.0003" and
2 - 4 325 125 0.0004" 7 - 4 325 75 SermeTel W

0.0003 to 0.0007"

3 - 1 350 150 Electroplated 8 - 1 350 275 SermeTel W
3 - 2 325 175 Sulfamate 8 - 2 400 125 per AMS 2506
3 - 3 100 50 Nickel 8 - 3 225 175 0.0003" to
3 - 4 375 125 0.0007" 8 - 4 450 200 0.0007"

4 - 1 300 50 Diffused 9 - 1 375 150 SermeTel W
4 - 2 275 100 Nickel- 9 - 2 375 150 0.0004 to 0.0007"
4 - 3 175 0 Cadmium per 9 - 3 250 175 15 min. at 650*F
4 - 4 300 25 AMS 2416 9 - 4 375 150 1.5 hr at

1000OF

5 - 1 275 200 Electroless 10 - 1 250 0 Inconel 718
5 - 2 275 175 Nickel 10 - 2 275 0 Studs
5 - 3 300 125 0.0004" 10- 3 0 0 Waspaloy Nuts
5 - 4 300 150 10 - 4 200 0

Panel
* No.

Note 1. Location is shown in sketch:

1 2
3 4

Note 2. All threaded surfaces initially coated vith MIL-L-46010 (MR)
(Sandstrom 9A) dry film lubricant
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TABLE XXVII

Breakaway Torques for 3/4-10 Studs and Nuts in Exposure Racks

Saratoga Ranger
Coating Torque, Torque,

No. System Foot-Pounds Foot-Pounds

do

I. Bare 200 0
- 200 150

2. Diffused 150 150
Nickel-Cadmium 150 125

3. Electroplated 175 125
Nickel, 0.7 mil 150 125

4. Electroless 200 0
Nickel, 0.4 mil 225 125

5. Electroplated 150 175

Nickel, 0.4 mil 175 150

6. Inconel 718 Stud 75 125
I Waspaloy Nut 125 125

I
I
I

I

l:L -J
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[TABLE XXVIII

Results of Exposure aboard U.S.S. Saratoga for 6 Months

Coating
No. System Results

1. Bare Extremely rusty all over except on engaged
threads.

2. Diffused White corrosion products on nut flats and
Nickel-Cadmium stud ends. Free spinning nut on stud.

3. Electroplated No corrosion evident except for rust
Nickel, 0.7 mil stains from adjacent rusting angle. Free

spinning nut on stud.

4. Electroless Rusty stud and nuts except for engaged
Nickel, 0.4 iil threads. Plating lifting off from

corrosion products.

5. Electroplated Extremely light rust in outer threads of
Nickel, 0.4 mil nuts. Studs exceptionally clean. Free

spinning nut on stud.

6. Inconel 718 Stud No corrosion. Free spinning nut on stud.
Wasplaoy Nut

[i

[1L
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TABLE XXIX

Metal Sprayed Coating Corrosion Teat Results

Thickness,
ode mil Coating Result

A .002 Aluminum Red rust in recess bottom, underhead,
(wire spray) and on threads of large bolt. White

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray corrosion products all over. Red
rust in recess bottom of small bolts,
white corrosion products all over.

A .003 Aluminum Red rust in recess bottom and under-
(Wire spray) head on largc bolt. White corrosion

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray products all over. Red rust in
bottom of recess of small bolts.

AM .002 Aluminum/ 90% of large bolt has red rust,
Molybdenum rimainder has white corrosion

After 7 days 5% salt spray products.

AM .002 Aluminum/ 95% of large bolt has red rust,
Molybdenum remainder haswhite corrosion
Heat treated products.

After 7 days 5% salt spray

AM .003 Aluminum/ 95% of large bolt has red rust,
Molybdenum remainver has white corrosion

After 7 days 5% salt spray products.

AM .003 Aluminum/ 50% of large bolt has red rust,
Molybdenum remainder has white corrosion
Heat treated products

After 7 days 5% salt spray

AMP .002 Aluminum/ Red rust on head, in recess, around

MP35N head and on threads of large bolt.
After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray White corrosion products on remainder

of area and osn small bolts.

AMP .002 Aluminum/ Red rust L.,p of head and recess of
MP35N large bolt. White corrosion products
Heat treated on remainder of area and on small

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray bolts.

4NP .003 Aluminum/ Red rust and white corrosion products
MP35M everywhere an large bolt. Red rust

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray on beads of mall bolts. Wite
corrosion product all over.L Ji
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TABLE XXIX- (Continued)

Metal Sprayed Coating Corrosion Test Results

Thickness,
Code mil Coating Result

AMP .003 Aluminum/ Red rust in recess and around head.
MP35N White corrosion product all over.
Heat treated Coating flaking off. Coarse thread

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray small bolt has red rust on head and
in recess. Fine thread has red rust
in recess. Both have white
corrosion products.

AT .002 Aluminum/ Red rust on 75 of big bolt. White
Titanium corrosion products elsewhere.

After 552 hr. 57 salt spray

AT .002 Aluminum/ Red rust in recess bottom around
Titanium head of both small bolts.

After 1000 hr. 57 salt spray

AT .003 Aluminum/ Red rust in recess bottom and
Titanium around head. White corrosion

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray products all over.

MP .002 Multiphase Red rust 100% of area all three
MP35N bolts.

After 7 days 57 salt spray

MP .003 Multiphase Red rust 100% of area all three
MP35N bolts.

After 7 days 57 salt spray

NA .002 Nickel Aluminide/ No red rust. White corrosion
Aluminum products all over the three nuts.

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray

NA .003 Nickel Aluminide/ Red rust in recess bottom and spotty
Aluminum elsewhere. Fine thread bolt ruscy

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray over 50% of area.

T .002 Titanium Red rust 100% of area all three
After 7 days 5% salt spray bolts.

T .003 Titanium Red rust 100% of area all three
After 7 days 5% salt spray bolts.

Z .002 Zinc White corrosion products and red
After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray rust all over on large and coarse

thread bolts. Slight red rust in
recess and around head of fine
thread bolt.L. .
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TABLE 'OIX -(Continued)

Metal Sprayed Coating Corrosion Test Results

Thickness,
Code mil C oat init Results

Iz .003 Zinc Red rust and white corrosion
After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray products all over on all three bolts.

ZA .002 Zinc! White corrosion products on all
Aluminum three bolts. No red rust evident.

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray

ZA .003 Zinc! White corrosion products on all
Aluminum three bolts. No red rust evident.

After 1000 hr. 5% salt spray.
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! TABLE XXX

Corrosion Rates of Selected Coating SystemsHFMY at 4.5 Monthsi

Steel SS Mn- BrSyste Initial Top Plate Top Plate Top Plate

1. Cad + Chromate 6.29 .50 .052 .196

2. Cad + Chromate 4.15 .203 .041 .65

3. Cad + Chromate .39 1.04 .98 .56
+ Polysulfide

4. Cad + Zinc + 3.01 24.8 14.72 .46
Chromate

5. Electroless 8.25 24.2 .87 1.05
Nickel

6. Electroplated 1.03 11.5 15.1 10.7
Nickel

7. Diffused 5.96 63.3 43.9 36.3
Nicke l-Cadmium

8. SermeTel W .34 20.31 16.33 31.04

9. Zinc+ Chromate 1.88 .047 15.7 .13

10. Zinc + Chromate 1.92 13.27 8.43 9.94

11. Zinc + Chromate .027 .027 3.25 .012
+ Polysulfide

12. Zinc Cad 1.3 .080 12.04 .013
+ Chromate

Lt
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TABLE XXXI

Corrosion Potentials of Selected Coating Syste
(Volts) Ag - AgC1 Ref. at 4.5 Months

Steel SS Mn- Br
System Initial Top Plate Top Plate Top Plate

1. Cad + Chromate -.77 -.66 -.63 -.59

2. Cad + Chromate -.77 -.69 -.69 -.53

3. Cad + Chromate -.76 -.71 -.71 -.83
+ Polysulfide

4. Cad + Zinc -1.05 -. 49 -.46 -. 45
+ Chromate

5. Electroless -.42 -.22 -.39 -.60
Nickel

6. Electroplated -.53 -.29 -.42 -.33
Nickel

7. Diffused -.66 -.23 -.23 -.21
Nickel-Cadmium

8. SermeTel W -.75 -.32 -.46 -.16

9. Zinc + Chromate -1.10 -.57 -.53 -.46

10. Zinc + Chromate -1.07 -.52 -. 54 -. 51

11. Zinc + Chromate -1.02 -.98 -.53 -. 84
+ Polysulfide

12. Zinc + Cad -.93 -.69 -.54 -.41
+ Chromate

t L
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TABLE XXXII

Corrosion Rates of Selected Coating Systems
MPY at 9 Months

Steel SS Mn - Br
Syste Initial Top Plate Top Plate ToR Plate

I II I II I II

1. Cad + Chromate 6.29 26.19 15.00 20.36 14.25 25.69 17.21

2. Cad + Chromate 4.15 26.01 16.99 25.29 25.00 27.29 22.45

3. Cad + Chromate .39 13.81 11.96 9.03 11.82 18.97 13.95
+ Folysulfide

4. Cad + Zinc 3.01 23.41 14.83 18.58 3.27 28.34 24.28
+ Chromate

5. Electroless 8.25 15.18 16.93 14.34 23.34 36.12 14.34
Nickel

6. Electroplated 1.03 45.90 10.24 24.77 10.84 29.48 14.24
Nickel

7. Diffused 5.96 11.97 14.30 6.69 9.54 8.37 9.75
Nickel-Cadmium

8. SermeTel W .34 24.68 13.55 21.96 8.94 16.25 10.61

9. Zinc + Chromate 1.88 22.50 11.17 19.71 12.45 8.96 12.36

10. Zinc + Chromate 1.92 22.40 10.23 22.33 10.30 17.03 11.13

11. Zinc + Chromate .027 11.29 13.21 6.98 12.26 9.96 13.73
+ Polysulfide

12. Zinc + Cad 1.3 17.96 12.90 19.92 5.96 32.91 14.45
+ Chromate

Note I. Removed and reinstalled after 4.5 months
II. Removed only after 9 months
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TABLE XXXIII

Corrosion Potentials of Selected Coating Systems
(Volts) Ag - AgCI Ref. at 9 Months

Steel SS Mn - Br
System Initial Top Plate Top Plate Top Plate

I II I II I II

1. Cad + Chromate -.77 -. 53 -.57 -.52 -.55 -.53 -.56

2. Cad + Chromate -.77 -.51 -.64 -.52 -.64 -.53 -.65

3. Cad + Chromate -.76 -.54 -.65 -.54 -.64 -.54 -.66
+ Polysulfide

4. Cad + Zinc -1.05 -.52 -.62 -.53 -.55 -.52 -.55
+ Chromate

5. Electroless -.42 -.52 -.51 -.52 -.50 -.53 -.53
Nickel 

-

6. Electroplated -.53 -.49 -.50 -.50 -.49 -.51 -.51
Nickel

7. Diffused -.66 -.49 -.51 -.46 -.47 -.49 -.51
Nickel-Cadmium

8. SermeTel W -.75 -.50 -.54 -.52 -.55 -.51 -.54

9. Zinc + Chromate -1.10 -.52 -.51 -.52 -.51 -.51 -.52

10. Zinc + Chromate -1.07 -.53 -.53 -.53 -.53 -.54 -.52

11. Zinc + Chromatp -1.02 -.51 -.85 -.54 -.85 -.53 -.93

+ Polysulfide

12. Zinc + Cad -.93 -.52 -.52 -.53 -.66 -.51 -.64
+ Chromate

Note I. Removed and reinstalled after 4.5 - onthe
I1. Removed only after 9 months

61L
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Photo 1 9 ro~jt- ex, si;reo c cadmium nlatin, in steel block
.1 .. co. uitv produced severe ti..ting in steel block.

See -,able XXI>.

Photo 2. Neither c id urni plating system lasted the 9 month
expositre Pt Orean City. See Tahle XXII.
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Photo 3. 9 morcl. exipusure it Ocean Citv produiced severe
rust,.ri4 f RLeel b Iock . spefleK.

Photo 4.rH 'fli sua nt svstemn( 3 ) offeied protection to thle
threads bt the cadmitim + zflc(/) allowed ruqt im,,
aifter ')mont hs oxposi:re ait Occan it.See Fable %X1 1.
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LOcean citv See rahie XXII.
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Photo 8. The seal at i 11 nd the zinc +~ cidlmliuni
svstri( 1 - ofterei1 protection to the threads afer

t tIls ext'oror Ie alt Ocean C i t, e 1,.i IcT.
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Photo 9. 9 t. x pos ure i rt- in % p roduc*' no -rros :a).
n17 s;tiiess steel bicxk. See C;ale :.

Photo 10, Neither caiium platinm', system lasted the 1) month

exposiriP at ncean Citv. See 'Iahie X\11.
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4e st alT o .s.stem(3 ) o f ered pIo(teC t lO)T LO tlle
'ireads wie reas the cadmiumt + zinc (4) 91 lowed s.om,

Sevr q~ :non ' rxros:i r (

Pho to 12. Elect ioless nickel (5) was not protect ive i

Ih r, 1i it ed i iic kel t~ ~ro0t vct ved th1e 1 ha d Well
It ti 1) fro~litTT eXPOS il it Ikui n (2it v. See i . "
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Photo 13. i)i f fused %ip-CdM protcteCd the liedid whereas
Serne'le IW did rot iftc r 9 mor tis cxposur ir

exposiurt at Ocean Citv. See Table XXIT.
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Photo 15. ile seat int s, s Ler., 1 1 ) 3d !iv 7 illkmi l
't Lm~ l( 12 f e -ed Tr o t 1 r i s

93 montI s ex?)osurc t XI&:- .i' I '1.
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Photo 16. 9 murrtib expocsure of cidrni ur p1;ir inris ;! errn C

Pr veno &jr r.s i on c r nglariest '(2'-h1c
I;L e X\\AV

Photo 17. Neither cadmi~um plating svstem laLsted thre 9 mronthr
exposure at Ocean City. See Table X\IT.
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Photo 19. F Iect ro) 1ss n ic ke it was not pi otec t ve !,u
ei e t ropIa ted nickel.(") p~;rotec ted the heaId well

i F'0)h wItlI xPosiif Ie t Occin (:',. S Fable XXT 1.
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Photo 20. Dirus c N CJI) orotected Ihc fiad whiereas
______-Serve -) 8) did not after 9months exposure at

Ocin i.L x See ile X.Xii

Photo 1.Neither zinc plating system lasted the 9 month
exposure at Ocean City. See Tlable XXTT.
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Photo 35. Photo 3P)
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PhIo to 41. 9 mcwzth 1u xn i)t cc at Ocean C itv Droduced l imitedl ,a 1 vaiic
orrosLoP -ir-und holes. SeI:bcXV

Photo 42. 0.4 mil nickel plated studs and nuts have vvry small1
amount of rust after the 9 month exposure ait Ocean
CityV. See Fale XX,

AU
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Photo 43. 9. mil Tii0x sc pate n stud an prous:ie vdi xtua l LruIst-

free a tter the 9) month exposure it OLAT1 i tv 'lee 1;11,Ii

XXV
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Photo 45. 9 month exposure at Ocean Ci tv D)roduced lin i ted ( alvyini
corrosion around holes. See Talhlv XXV.

P1ho to 46 . Di f fu sed N i -Cd c oa t i ng on cstuds and mi t s a I I owed s I i ghl
rils t i g i f te r t hie 9 montLh exposure ~i t Oc c~in C i t v.

': I X XV.
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Photo 48. 0.4 mil electroless nickel plat ing on sutds and nuts
allowed s;evere ruistinA alter the 9 monthi exposuire at
Ocean City. See 'Fable XXV.

L
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Photo 49 . 9 mnonthi exposure at Ocean CI' i viroduced I i t t I va Ivai
co.rros ion of coating svs tern. See :abl t N)?.

Photo 50. 0.7 mil electroless nickel plating on studs and hiuts-
Allowed rusting after the 9 months exposuire at occ~m
C i tv . See T )Ihle XXV.
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Photo 51. 9 month exposure at Ocean Cit\' produiced I ii tlica, Ia
Lorros ion of coating svstem. Set e Y>)v 'V.

Photo 52. Electroplated nickel + SerrneTel W coating system on stmis
and nuts allowed some rusting a fter the 9 iionthi expostu'(
-it Ocean City. See Table XXV.
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Photo 53. 9 month exposure at Ocean City produced little g;ilvani.

corrosion of coating svstem. See TIable XXV.

Photo 54. Serrne'lel W with a low temperature cure on studs and nuts
allowed rusting to occur after 9 month exp)osure Cat OCeanT

Cit%". See 'Table XXV.
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Photo 55. 9 month exposure at Ocean City produced little gilvanic
corrosion of coating system. See Table X]XV.

v4

Photo 56. Serme'le W with a high tempera ture cure on st:uds and nuits,
allowed rust ing to occur a tter () ronth exposu~re it Oct, in
Cit'. See Iahle XXV.
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vi:i ert ure Long erm Ecposire-

Photo 57. 9 montl ex-)os tre it ocean Citv produ.*ed deplet i on o f
(,,-)a ~ Icting svster' around hole- S, e >]ihltc X.X,

Photo 58. Inco 718 studs and nuts show no corrosion :iftur j 9 rrant
exposure at Ocean Cit% . See Table XXV.
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Phot S tuds and nu ts coa ted wi th 0. 7 m~ i Ic roi 1F J~~Lter 6 mon ths on the IISA S.ir~,'. .vs

Phot 62. S tuds and nu ts coa ted wi th 0. 4 mi Ite ec' ro Ies s n v<

a ft er t) mon ths on the U. S .S Sa ra toga- i-XPOSUr( 'i

L
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Ph o6.Std n ut otdw h .4miIeIe rpIite

Photo 63. Studs and7nutstuoatd with 0.4 not after hmonth-, ork

the U.S.S. Saratoga exposure rack.
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F 10 APPENDIX AAG no

The following symbols are used and defined:
SyMbol Definition

AB Bolt area

A Area of joint material

d Bolt diameter

DI  Flange inner diameter

D2  Flange outer diameter

R
EB odulus of elasticity of bolts at room temperature

ET Modulus of elasticity of bolts at 650OF
B
RE Modulus of elasticity of joint material at room temperature

ET Modulus of elasticity of joint material at 650"F

FB Bolt force

FB  Bolt force at 650*F
B

FT Joint force at 650"F

FT Total joint preload due to all bolts at room temperature

a I Total change in length of bolt and joint due to temp. change

I B  Bolt length

1R Bolt length chang at room temperature
B

A 1T Bolt length change due to temperature change

I i Joint thickness

A I R Joint compression at room temperature

4 IT Joint thickness change due to temperature change

A T Total change in length of bolt and joint at temperature, due to
remaining preload

I IT Total change in length of bolt and joint at 650"F
T

a Total number of bolts in joint

T Change in temperature

L .
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IO B Linear coefficient of expansion of bolt between room temperature
B and 650*F

Linear coefficient of expansion of Joint material between room

temperature and 650"F

IB Bolt strain, inches/inch
B Bolt strain, inches/inch

C j Joint strain, inches/inch

B-R Stress in bolt at room tempera',,zeB

S T  Stress in bolt at 650"F

Stress in flange (compressive)

-T Stress in joint at 650"F

DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS

At room temperature the joint area, Aj =

Aj *- " (D 2 _ 2 nd 2 )

J2 2

The flange stress L FT - E R -=

Therefore, lj = lj

Therefore, -= 4 FT

J 1r(D2  D2 2nd)

2 1

Therefore, R 4 FT  R' Tr(D' - D1 -nd 2 ) E

Therefore, AIR 4 ~ FT I R
J -rD . -i nd ) 9 1

which is the Joint compression at room temperature.

The bolt force, F. - -LT where the bolt area, AB -
a 4
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cR-FB 4 4FT
B TB, _ 1 d

C - Whe re IE a

~Therefore, A1 B -E:B'B

1B

which is the bolt length change-at room temperature

At 6500F, A 1B M lBO T

A -d E1 AT

_i BT _ + (I 4 - ) AT

T j B

-4 FT 11 2R + 4 FTI21B R B 1 )A
T 1fl(D 2 -D 2 -nd n Id 2 ER Bl

or

IT i0- FT 1  B+ -I (lgfK B - li C<.)t T (1)

(A lAB) Ej KIA, EB

J - The remaining bolt load at temperature is determined as follows:

Since '-ojA and FT B B A' .and FT -n FT

.a and.j j
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But6 1r-T ::,T A n ad IT +&IT
J B n B j B T

T T A B T '
Therefore j B B B

A i j. I

EB A T 1 1

(TE n AI
B

B B AB

ITherefore Ej A ETJ o B
n AB 1 IB

T ET I T

or go (B ) =e
B El A ii

T

AIT I hjBAj (6T 'AT

LLJK+K AlT A

Therefore TB A

Ii~~ Ei Bl

If K E ,1 Aj(2)

n T

There fore A ITl IT (3)

A' AiT
and F T o A l -B4

B B AB or % 1BI 4

[ The solution~ of equation~s I through 4 will yield the miamining bolt
preload at temperature.

IL _4,i
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